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GARY VICTOR DUBIN
Suite 3100, Harbor Court
55 Merchant Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Telephone: (808) 537 -2300
Facsimile: (808) 523-7 733
Email : gdubin@dubinlaw.net
Respondent

IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

)
In re: Gary Victor Dubin, Etq.,
Admitted January 6, 1964,
Respondent.

cAsE NO. 20-80128

)

)
)
)

Before Lisa B. Fitzgerald,
Appellate Commissioner

) (1) THE SUPPLEMENTAL
) RESPONSE OF RESPONDENT TO
) THIS COURT'S OCTOBER 14,2021
) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE WHY
) RECIPROCAL DISCPLINE
) sHouLD NOT BE IMPOSED UPON
) HIM AS A RESULT OF HIS STATE
) COURT DISBARMENT; (2) THE
) ANNOTATED, CORROBORATED,
) AND UNCONTESTED AMENDED
) STATEMENT OF ATTORNEY
) GARY VICTOR DUBIN LINDER
) OATH; (3) THE CORROBORATING
) SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF
) EYE WITNESS FORMER HAWAII
) GOVERNOR JOHN D. WAIHEE III
) UNDER OATH; (4) EVIDENCE
) BOOK (1 THROUGH 6s)
)
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THE SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE OF RESPONDENT TO THIS
COURT'S OCTOBER I4,2O2I ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE WHY
RECIPROCAL DISCIPLINE SHOULD NOT BE IMPOSED UPON
HIM AS A RESULT OF HIS STATE COURT DISBARMENT
COMES NOW Respondent GARY VICTOR DUBIN, and hereby opposes
reciprocal discipline, supplementing his earlier Answer as follows:

l. The Record in the Hawaii
below,

State Supreme Court disciplinary proceedings

in both cases combined denying suspension and then inconsistently

disbarring him, totals more than ten-thousand pages, mostly submitted by
Respondent in his defense.

2. ln order to expedite these reciprocal discipline proceedings and to

the

fullest extent possible to assist this Court in its review, Respondent as promised
has prepared and is now filing his Evidence Book consisting of 65 evidentiary

exhibits annotating and corroborating the statements made also under oath
throughout his Answer, uncontested in the Record below.

3. Additionally, a special effort has been made to highlight where in the
Record this Court

will find due process violations prohibited by this Court in In re

Kramer, 282 F.3d 73I, 724 (9th Cir. 20A2), which held that "a federal court's
imposition of reciprocal discipline on a member of its bar based on a state's
disciplinary adjudication is proper unless an independent review of the record
reveals: (1) a deprivation of due process; (2) insufficient proof of misconduct'
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or (3) grave injustice which would result from imposition of such discipline."
(Double Bold Emphasis Added.)

4. It is respectfully submitted that all three constitutional deficiencies are
present and fully revealed in the Record below based upon this Court's customary
de novo review of constitutional questions no matter the burden of proof applied.

DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii; January 1,2022.

/s/ Gary Victor Dubin
GARY VICTOR DUBIN
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

)
In re: Gary Victor Dubin, Esq.,
Admitted January 6, 1964,

CASE NO. 20-80128

)

)
)

Respondent.

Before Lisa B. Fitzgerald,
Appellate Commissioner

)

) THEANNOTATED,
) coRRoBoRATED, AND
) UNCONTESTED AMENDED
) STATEMENT OF ATTORNEY
) GARY VICTOR DUBIN UNDER
) OATH
)

THE ANNOTATED, CORROBORATED, AND UNCONTESTED
AMENDED STATEMENT OF ATTORNEY GARY VICTOR DUBIN
UNDER OATH
Introduction
1. What you are about to read may seem to you to be implausible

in 202l-2022 -

but every word of

it is fully

in America

documented and is true, focusing a

bright light for perhaps the very first time into one of the very few remaining and
unexamined darkest corners of federal constitutional law.

2. Every year thousands of attorneys in the U.S. are disciplined, many
suspended or disbarred, losing their livelihood,

in effect a financial and emotional

death sentence as it were for them and for their families, autocratically tried and
sentenced by busy state court judges, relying on staff and even

with the best of

misplaced intentions, with no effective means of meaningful appellate review.
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3. The remedy of a discretionary appeal to the United States Supreme Court
proves not only costly and tirne-consuming, but is usually wholly illusory, given its

accepting for review, from the tens of thousands of certiorari petitions received

yearly, less than one hundred, and those appeals pertaining today mostly to such
national concerns as abortion, voting rights, COVID-I9 vaccinations and COVID19 masking, and disputes between States and political officials. And although my

certiorari petition was rejected, see, Justice Stevens respecting the denial of
certiorari: *On several occasions

in the past, I

have found

it appropriate to

emphasize the fact that a denial of certiorari is not a ruling on the merits of any
issue raised by the petition," EvanS v. Stephen*s

4.

,

544 U.S. 942, (2005).

lt is only relatively recently, for instance, that federal Circuit Courts,

including this one taking the lead, rather than their earlier practice of merely
rubber-stamping state court attorney disciplinary proceedings for purposes of
reciprocal discipline as unreviewable and inviolate, have begun

to apply, for

instance, welcome due process scrutiny to attorney disciplinary orders, at least with

respect to reciprocal discipline, disbarment of course receiving the most attention
as in this case being the most severe.

5. Thus, this Court in In re Krame{,282 F.3d 731,724 (9th Cir. 2002),held

that

o'a

federal court's imposition of reciprocal discipline on a member of its bar

based on a state's disciplinary adjudication is proper unless an independent review
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of the record reveals: (1) a deprivation of due process, (2) insuffrcient proof of
misconduct, or (3) grave injustice which would result from imposition of such

discipline."

6.

I will show in this paper, applying

a de novo review standard, federal

constitutional rights implicated here, that all three Kramer exceptions are present in

the record below. But why do the Kramer exceptions not also equally apply to
direct review of state disciplinary adjudications? That is an important issue, but for
another day

if this Court prefers to limit its ruling to reciprocal discipline

alone.

7. As noted by then Chief Judge Major of the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals in In re Fisher,ITg F.2d36L,370 (1950), attorneys are in this respect a

protected class: "The disbarment

of an attorney is the destruction of his

professional life, his character, and his livelihood.*'r{'**

A removal of

an attorney

from practice for a period of years entails the complete loss of a clientele with its
consequent uphill road of patient waiting to again re-establish himself in the eyes

of the public, in the good graces of the courts and his fellow lawyers. In

the

meantime, his income and livelihood have ceased to exist,"

8. But there being no effective means generally of direct nondiscretionary
appellate review, except in a few States like California and its enlightened State

Bar Court, one should ask: Who is supervising the underlying fairness of the
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process itself

in this Circuit

apart from reciprocal discipline reviews pursuant to

Kramer? The answer is a disquieting "no one."
9. There is after all rarely a Judge today or an Appellate Commissioner who
has not been reversed or at least would say that he or she never made a mistake.

And that is the same for prosecutors as well. Who would tolerate alegal system, at
least

in a democratic society, without its providing for some form of meaningful

direct appellate review? No one. Yet that is what attorneys in disciplinary
proceedings today continue to experience in Hawaii as in most other States.
10. This sworn Statement is

annotated herein,

fully supported and corroborated by the records,

in the Hawaii Supreme Court files below, the relevant

evidentiary documentation within which has been excerpted from the docket sheets
of the two relevant state disciplinary cases, and is hereby submitted to this Court to

further assist this Court with its adjudication herein. Unless stated solely on oath
herein or referenced otherwise, the references as "Evidence

l, et seq., that follow

refer to the Hawaii State Supreme Court docket entries "Doc. No." in Qffice of
Disciplinary Counsel v. Dubin, SCAD-1 9-0000561.

My Personal Background
1

l. It is important that this Court, in judging

me and my alleged misconduct

and whether the discipline imposed was fair and appropriate, should know
something about my personal background, my achievements, and my recognized

4
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worth and contributions to American law, as well as the details of the due process
abuse

I received, before deciding whether to end my livelihood entirely, especially

when

I now face in this Court the equivalent of a professional reciprocal death

sentence, given the recognized quasi-criminal nature

of disciplinary

proceedings,

even understood in Hawaii to be highly severe, where attorneys have always been
said to be mandatorily entitled to the fundamental due process protections similarly

afforded criminal defendants, In re Magoon' 15 Haw.244 (1903).
12.

My beginnings, it should be noted, were not atypical in a Nation such as

ours where hard work in intercity schools provides, or used to provide, a pathway

to success for the otherwise disadvantaged.
13. My Brother died when

I was 4.My

Mother died when

I was 6'My

parents had been divorced. My parents never graduated from high school and never

had a driver's license because they, for instance, could never afford a car.
generation immigrant family, we were on welfare for the first

A first-

l3 years of my life. I

eventually became the only member of my family ever to go to college.
14.

After finishing first in my class at Los Angeles High School, I graduated

first in my class at the University of Southern California, attending on a full tuition
scholarship,

a Student Senator, a Fraternity

President, inducted into Phi Beta

Kappa my junior year, and awarded an A.B. degree summary cum laude and the
Ord.er

of the Palm upon

graduation, which at that time was awarded

5
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graduating senior for demonstrated superior excellence

in scholarship, athletics,

and community service, the hallmark early achievement in anyone's life.
15. Offered

full tuition scholarships to every law school to which I

including Harvard,

I

applied,

was sponsored ironically by the then Chief Judge of this

Circuit Court for a New York University School of Law public service law
scholarship, and for family financial reasons

I

accepted an

NYU Root Tilden full

tuition scholarship which also included books, room and board, and jet

fare

between coasts every year.I subsequently graduated cum laude, receiving a J.D.
degree, first in my separate law section, inducted into the Order of the Corf.

My Professional Background
16. I have been a Member of the California State Bar since January 1964,
subsequently being admitted to the United States Supreme Court

as the Hawaii State Bar

in

in

1982, and federal District Courts

1974, as well

in Hawaii

and

California (Northern, Central, and Southern Districts), this Circuit Court of
Appeals since 1964, and have approvingly without discipline appeared pro hac

vice in state and federal courts in Arizona, Indiana, Nevada, New Jersey, New

york, Oregon,

Tennessee, and Washington State, and at the International Court

of

Arbitration in the Hague.
17.

My diverse legal career has also included employment with the law firm

of Covington and Burling in Washington, D.C., my assisting U. S. Supreme Court
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Associate Justice William O. Douglas, my heading a nationwide Criminal Justice

Courts Task Force appointed to that position by President Lyndon B. Johnson
developing National Standards and Goals, my heading as its first Director the
Southern California Criminal Justice Research Center

I founded dispensing

$40

Million in block grants to local agencies annually, my appointment as the first
Visiting professor in the Criminal Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, my
arguing before the International Court

of Arbitration in the Hague, and as a

national radio talk show host for eight years featuring foreclosure defense issues.

18.

My teaching

experience has also been diverse, having taught law at

Stanford, Berkeley, Denver, Harvard, Texas, and multidisciplinary seminars at

USC, UCLA, and at the RAND Corporation

in Santa Monica (in the systems

sciences department as a full-time resident consultant).
19.

A full summary of my personal

in Evidence
20.

lt

and professional background is attached

I (Doc. No. 41(5)).
is, or should be, meaningful to note than in not one of the above

environments, beginning

with my secondary educational institutions, has my

integrity and honesty ever been questioned, including throughout nine years of
higher education and including throughout 58 years as an attorney never having
been found to have ethically violated a single client's rights, while having handled
and safeguarded hundreds of millions of dollars of client funds, and never having
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been once disciplined

in any of those other venues for any ethical violation

whatsoever involving a client or anyone else or even complained about once before
the events described herein.

My Practice Background
21. My national law practice experience accelerated in 1972, traveling
weekly between coasts for ten years, flying between Marina del Rey and New

york City, specializing in entertainment law, lender liability law, and securities
titigation, until, for personal family reasons, in 1982 I moved my law practice with

my Son Scott to Honolulu, Hawaii, eventually establishing a foreclosure

defense

and eviction trial and appellate practice on all Islands.

22. When

I arrived, Hawaii

had no foreclosure and eviction defense Bar or

modern case law. The only question that judges would ask homeowners (and
tenants) was "Have you paid your mortgage (or rent) on time"-- not too dissimilar

from the situation in California federal and state courts to this day.
23.

I won the first Truth-in-Lending Act (TILA) case in the Islands, the

Gilman case, after which homeowners flocked to me at the trial level, and I trained

local lawyers and built a L}-attorney law firm and won scores of cases, causing
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac

in control

behind the scenes to order Hawaii

foreclosure attorneys to switch from judicial to nonjudicial foreclosures, claiming
that judicial foreclosures were costing them too much money (unknown to most,
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including the Judges of this Court, they set and approve even foreclosure attorneys'
fees and costs), by their ordering Hawaii attorneys to resurrect an ancient Hawaiian

nonjudicial auction law that had been used a century earlier to steal land from the
Hawaiians with unregulated bidding taking place on street corners.

24.My law firm fortunately, because of my successful efforts to train young
attorneys, was able to defeat most nonjudicial foreclosure evictions, their first real

life practice experiences, Evidence 2 (iudicial notice), causing thereafter

Fannie

and Freddie to switch back to judicial foreclosures, which in the last few decades

judgegave me the opportunity to rewrite Hawaii judicial foreclosure law, mainly
made, through my winning more than one hundred appeals

in every aspect of

foreclosure defense, and a few family law and arbitration cases and tort cases along

the way, some of which have drawn national attention (which when

I

practiced

nationwide on the Mainland we used to call "lender liability caseso').
25. Winning my Takushi appeal, a TILA rescission case, for example, in the

United States Supreme Court was of course especially satisffing, one of three
related appeals decided by the USSC at the same time, which on remand resulted

in an immediate six-figure settlement for my client, Takushi v. BAC Home Loans
(2015)'
Servicine. LP,20Ls U.S. LEXIS 634, 135 S. Ct. I152,190 L. Ed. 2d909

26. Many

of those appellate victories are available for viewing on my

National Radio "Foreclosure Hour" Website

I

at

www'breclosurehour'com'
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Evidence 3 (Judicial Notice), by clicking on each individual case link there. That

list however is not up-to-date, as I have been too busy to add the more than 30
appellate victories of mine since then.
27.

A few more recent appellate

decisions of special interest not on that list

are (a) the Mgnatim decision changing Hawaii's abusive judge-made deficiency
judgment law after sale confirmation, which has resulted and will potentially result

in saving middle income families collectively tens of millions of dollars in equity

in the future each year in Hawaii alone, of which I am especially proud,

handed

down by the Hawaii Supreme Court ironically just prior to my disbarment, which
completely changed the foreclosure deficiency judgment rip off in Hawaii, drawing

national attention, Evidence

4

(iudicial notice), and the its recent Godinez

decision, although ruled prospective only, freeing Rule 60(b) motions from res

judicata barriers, Evidence 5 (iudicial notice), both reported opinions of which
took me more than ten years and trial and appellate loss after loss to finally achieve

with persistence in the Hawaii appellate courts.
28. Why is all of this by way of introduction relevant to the question of
reciprocal discipline? Apart from what the reader will readily subsequently observe

to have been gross due process errors below, sufficient in and of themselves to
reject reciprocal discipline,

it is or should also be relevant to counter contrary

aspersions to my worth to the legal system and the general public implicit

10
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that
smear campaign attempted against me, in your assessing the true contributions

I have made and could make to clients, to the general public, and to American law.
29. Andwith regard to what my clients think of me and of my integrity, and

the contributions

I have made to their lives, read for yourself their unsolicited

testimonials, Exhibit

6 (Doc. No. DBF(6)). It is doubtful that any litigator

in

American history has received such extraordinary personal and professional praise,
both in volume and in content, and certainly never in Hawaii.

Why Foreclosure Defense Attorneys Are Becoming An Endangered Species
30. There are occupational hazards, however, when one tries to bring about
changes

in the law favoring average people against entrenched vested interests'

especially in a small community such as Hawaii, referred to often as "bank town,"

where, for instance, there are fewer attorneys, actually only a few hundred
regularly appearing in local trial courts than there are full time judges in California.

And, for self-centered reasons, not everyone has been enthusiastic over the law
reforms I have been achieving through advocacy and common sense'

31. Lacking the political support

I

othenvise had, had

I

stayed based in

Southern California, with USC classmates, for instance, in the California State

Legislature, one as Assembly Speaker, and others

in law

enforcement, and as

judges, and on City Councils and County Boards of Supervisors, I became atarget
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of some in Hawaii not liking my substantive advocacy. There is a danger in being
too successful.
32. And while
a $60

I was pursuing for clients, for instance, twenty-five years ago

Million counterclaim

against the biggest bank in Hawaii, false failure to file

federal tax return charges were brought against me conveniently by the Brother
a

of

Hawaii state circuit court judge heading the IRS criminal investigation division at

the time, and my bench trial was switched at the very last minute from an impartial

federal judge who surely would have thrown the misdemeanor charges out, as I
earlier had had a letter from the IRS stating that I had losses, no filing requirement.
33. Instead, my bench trial was switched to a Visiting Federal District Judge

from the California Central District, the notorious, late Manuel Real, who promptly

jury
convicted me based on an AUSA office criminal complaint, after a local grand
refused to indict me, as the prosecutor admitted later

in court, despite the IRS

having issued an erroneous press release claiming I had been indicted, which had
an intended, devastating effect on my law practice and finances before trial.

i4. I was finally exonerated when the IRS admitted after an IRS District
review, requested by then Hawaii Congresswoman Patsy Mink, that

I in fact had

no filing requirement and that instead the IRS owed me $100,000 for the years in
question! yet the federal court which sanctioned me for the government tax loss,
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with interest now amounting to over $300,000, has still not returned my money,
there however having been no tax loss according to the IRS.
35. Meanwhile, the American Bar Association, after a year-long independent

investigation wrote up the entire saga involving Judge Real in its ABA Journal,
exonerating me, Evidence 7 (Doc. No. 4l(9)), and restarting my law practice, I

became

a sort of local folk hero, even the then Hawaii

concluding

I

attorney regulators

had been railroaded, while one federal judge after a later settlement

conference asked

to speak with me alone, closed his office door and actually

literally hugged me telling me that "everyone knew that I had been railroaded,"
after I spent 19 Yrmonths in three federal prisons in California.

36. Upon returning,later,I started my own national radio talk show, hosted

on a local AM station, broadcasted nationally on the iHeart Radio App, after
appearing on local radio shows of others for several years, my talk show running

for nearly eight years, Evidence

I

(Doc. No. al(9)), until I was disbaned, with an

audience of several hundred thousand nationally, thus teaching, my being able to

influence law reform in foreclosure laws throughout the United States.

I paid for

the cost of the show myself $1,000 weekly for studio time, and an additional
$5,000 monthly for telephone advertising, further upsetting local vested interests.

37. Some commentators have referred to me as the "Dean of National
Foreclosure Defense" as a result. One can listen to my past shows archived on the
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Internet at www.&reclosurEhour.com, covering just about every foreclosure topic
there is. Many listeners have been in court pro se, writing that they have won cases

thanks to my radio show, which is of course especially gratiffing since there are
scant competent professional foreclosure defense resources in the United States
available to homeowners as well as to their tenants similarly thereby affected.

38. In California, for instance, there are few attorneys taking these cases
anymore, fearful of repercussions from attorney regulators having little knowledge

of this area of the law, relatively recently on a disbarment frenzy, while such
attorneys understandably being overly reactive

to emotional clients who

often

frustratingly blame their attorney, as well as their judges if they should lose.

39. No doubt this Court receives its share

of

such angry pro se appeals

mistakenly berating federal district and federal bankruptcy judges, for example, for

bias filed by very upset, losing homeowners. Why then should such equivalent
complaints against attorneys be taken more seriously? But they are.

Hawaii Inherently Discriminates Against Attorneys Targeted For Discipline
40. In assessing the specific ethical charges against me which follows below
necessarily in considerable detail, it is important first for this Court before doing so

to note the weaknesses in the Hawaii attorney disciplinary structure which foster
and help explain the ignored due process violations that occurred below.
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41. Every State today understandably regulates, by licensing requirements,
various occupational and professional practitioners in its jurisdiction, as do many

of its cities and counties, pursuant to their undeniable police power to protect the
general welfare on behalf of its citizens and residents.

42. The Hawaii State Legislature in Title 25 of its Revised Statutes entitled
,,professions and Occupations," for example, pursuant to its "Uniform Professional

and Vocational Licensing Act," provides for the granting and the revocation of
licenses

in specific detail for professions and occupations in the State of Hawaii,

ranging from barbers to physicians and others, entrusting delegated subsidiary rule-

making authority to specialized licensing boards and commissions under various
administrative control

s.

43. Included therein, specifically named

for

example, are acupuncture

practitioners, athletic trainers, alarm businesses, motor vehicle businesses,
barbering, beauty culture, boxing contests, mixed martial arts contests, cable

television systems, telecommunications, cemeteries and funeral

homes,

chiropractic, collection agencies, contractors, debt adjusting, unaccredited degree

granting institutions, dental hygienists, dentistry, dietitians, dental service
organizations, electricians, plumbers, electrologists, elevator mechanics, escrow
depositories, hearing aid dealers and fitters, health care professionals, marriage and

family therapists, genetic counselors, massage' medicine and surgery' mental
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health counselors, mortgage brokers and solicitors, real estate and collection
public,
agencies, mortgage servicers, naturopathic medical practitioners, notaries
nurses, nurse aids, nursing homes, opticians, pest control operators, pharmacists
guards,
and pharmacies, physical therapists, port pilots, private investigators and

podiatrists, engineers, architects, surveyors, landscape architects, psychologists,

public accountants, radiologists, real estate appraisers, real estate brokers and
salespersons, social workers, speech pathologists and audiologists, travel agencies,

activity providers, undertakers, embalmers, funeral directors, and veterinarians.
44. This exclusively delegated licensing authority is derived from Article V,
Section 6, of the present Hawaii State Constitution, superseding all constitutional

provisions

in

place prior

to

statehood, mandating that

"all executive

and

administrative offices, departments and instrumentalities of the state government

within
and their respective powers and duties shall be allocated by law among and
not more than twenty principal departments in such a manner as to group the same
according to common pu{poses and related functions."

45. The Hawaii State Legislature, pursuant to its exclusive constitutional
licensing authority,

in

Section 9 of Chapter 26 of the Hawaii Revised Statutes

created the Department

of Commerce and Consumer Affairs ("DCCA"),

establishing a strucfure "to supervise the conduct of . . . professions," governing

professional and occupational licensing including revocation, 'oto protect the
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interests

of consumers," inter alia, consisting of investigative and enforcement

officers, hearing officers, voluntary specialized advisory committees,

and

disciplinary boards.

46. The Hawaii State Legislature, pursuant to its exclusive constitutional
licensing authority, in Chapters 90 and 201of the Hawaii Revised Statutes enacted

Administrative procedures Rules and Procedures governing the conduct, inter alia,

of

professional disciplinary proceedings embodying due process and other

constitutional safeguards protecting the rights

of

professionals facing DCCA

sanctions, including, especially relevant here, license revocation'

47. Those administrative directives, see Evidence 9 (udicial notice), first
signed into law

Waihee

III,

in 1990 coincidentally by the then Hawaii

Governor John D.

whose sworn "Corroborating Eye-Witness Statement" the reader

already has prefacing and veriffing the due process deprivations

I experienced,

with statutory amendments provide numerous due process protections for

those

facing professional license revocation, including the following thirteen safeguards:
a. the DCCA requires that every complaint be sworn to, subject to criminal

penalty;

b. the DCCA's delegated licensing revocation standards for hearing notice
purposes are required to be clear, unambiguous, and nonconflicting;
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c. the DCCA must represent the general public, and not the complainants
who are entitled to retain their own attomeys;

d. each grievance received

if

deemed facially accepted must be separately

investigated and separately pled and separately tried;

e. proposed licensing sanctions sought by the DCCA must be specifically

fully identified in each discipline petition for notice purposes before prosecution;

f.

the DCCA investigators and hearing officers must be full time DCCA

government employees, and professionally trained by the DCCA;

g. all DCCA

investigators, hearing officers, and boards must be free of any

conflicts of interest or appearances of impropriety with those investigated or tried;

h. any ex parte contacts between and among DCCA investigators, hearing
officers, boards, and reviewing DCCA trial and appellate officials are prohibited
both in theory and in Practice;

i. licensees must be allowed at hearings to present evidence, to call witnesses
on their behalf, and to meaningfully cross-exam adverse witnesses;

j.

clear, convincing, trustworthy, transparent, and complete findings are

required to be filed by the DCCA hearing officers upon conclusion of hearings;

k. specialized, specially appointed advisory and mediational peer groups for
DCCA;
each case are required to be appointed as Hearing Officer advisors by the
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l. DCCA disciplinary
and

until

proceedings must be kept strictly confidential unless

a license is actually ordered suspended or revoked;

m. direct, nondiscretionary and independent appellate review of DCCA
actions is preserved in both Hawaii Circuit Courts and in the Hawaii Intermediate

Court of Appeals for each case, a dual level, nondiscretionary merits review.

48. Moreover, pursuant to the express mandatory provisions of the Hawaii
State Constitution, Article

III,

Section 1, all State legislative power "shall" be

exclusively vested in the Hawaii State Legislature.

49. The Hawaii State Legislature in turn, in the exercise of its exclusive rule

making authority over the licensing and disciplining including license revocation

of occupations and professions in the State of Hawaii, supra, by state statute
delegated that responsibility exclusively

has

to the DCCA, whose administrative

regulatory statutes however are unexplainably silent with respect to the regulation

of the legal profession in the State, while covering the licensing and disciplining of
physicians, for instance, but not Members of the mandatory Hawaii State Bar.

50. While Article

VI,

Section

7 of the Hawaii State Constitution

does

expressly grant the Hawaii Supreme Court the power to promulgate rules and
regulations for all courts "relating to process, practice, procedure and appeals," that

authority however is expressly restricted in the same sentence of the Hawaii State
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,'in
Constitution to

all civil and criminal cases," only applying within

Hawaii

courts.

51. And while of course no one questions the authority of the Hawaii
and
Supreme Court or any state supreme court or this Court to regulate practice

procedures within state or federal courts respectively as the case might be, or for

that matter any state or federal agency having that right regarding its practice and

procedures, that authority does not include authority over the entire legal
profession unless provided for or delegated by legislative enactments, as most
Members of the Hawaii State Bar perform legal services in the State totally outside

of court as counselors and draft persons and not as court litigators.
52. The Hawaii State Legislature after Statehood pursuant, for example, to

Section 602-11 of the Hawaii Revised Statutes, moreover expressly cautiously
recognizes that that limited rule making authority

was restricted

to

of the Hawaii Supreme Court

regulating the functioning within state courts, limited to

procedural administration, not substantive rights, such as the right to counsel of
not
one,s choice or the right to trial by jury or the right to appeal: "Such rules shall

abridge, enlarge,

or modiff the substantive rights of any litigant, nor the

jurisdiction of any of the courts, nor affect any statute of limitations."
53. The Hawaii Supreme Court following Statehood nevertheless began to
promulgate blanket legal profession rules on its own without legislative authority
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and approval, regulating the entire Hawaii legal profession, including licensing and

disciplining of attorneys for conduct in and outside of court, with apparently no
Member of the State Legislature aware of such overreaching or its Members
feeling relatively powerless to object despite the Hawaii Supreme Court's informal
and unilateral usurpation of its State Constitutional authority.

54. The Hawaii Supreme Court, in announcing such broad substantive rule
making powers, usurped legislative authority and following statehood overrode the
provisions of the Hawaii State Constitution and State Statutes, supra, by claiming
self-servingly for the first time that it has "the ultimate authority . . . to oversee and

control the privilege of the practice of law in this state," quoting from its selfannounced Rule 1.1 of the Rules of the Hawaii Supreme Court, entitled "Authority

of Hawaii Supreme Court," often referred to as the "inherent power" doctrine,
some sort of self-proclaimed autocratic divine right.

55.

yet

research reveals that American history and practice shows that state

supreme courts have never had such exclusive

o'inherent" or "ultimate" authority

over the legal profession in the United States, which has instead, even to this day,
been disputed by,

if not shared with, state legislatures,

state bar associations, the

American Bar Association, law schools, and even the general public at times itself
clairning the right to hire whoever it wants to, to advocate its rights even in court.
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56. In colonial times there was no formal licensing or disciplining of
no
attorneys, looked upon more like tradesmen, merchants and businessmen, with

formal legal training, controlled merely by reputation and performance in a free
in
marketplace, and the constitutional rule making provisions similar to that found
the Hawaii State Constitution, supra, were interpreted according to historians as

limited to rules regulating the "practice" of courts as only regards forms,

the

operation and effect of processes, and the mode and time of proceedings.
57. By the middle of the 19th century there were over 100 law schools in the

United States who began to acquire

reveals, which led

a

prominent role in attorney licensing, research

to the establishment of

educational licensing standards

eventually controlling admission to the legal profession in each State.
58. Local bar associations before 1870 were mostly social groups, when in

for
1gT0 the Association of the Bar of the City of New York emerged to advocate
attorney regulationn and over 1,100 bar associations were created by 1930, called
upon to organize, discipline, and professionalize lawyers, controlling licensing by
overseeing requirements regarding academic curriculum, library facilities and

availability of full time faculty, while at the same time protecting lawyers from
being falsely criticized'
59. In all of American history, and including that of England, there has never

been any ultimate or inherent authority of courts to control and to regulate the
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entire legal profession, and relatively recently there has been a competitive effort

by bar associations, law schools, state legislatures, state supreme courts, and the

public to exclusively or jointly do so. The Hawaii Supreme Court's claim to
u,inherent authority'' over the entire legal profession and me outside of court is an

historical myth and

a

judicial usurpation of legislative power; see, e.g., Albett, The

Inherent power of the Courts To Regulate the Practice of Law: An Historical
Analysis,32 Buff. L. Rev. 525 (1933), set forth in Evidence 10 fiudicial notice).
60. The licensing and disciplinary models in use today vary from state to
state, from the enactment and control principally

by state legislatures such as in

California, to the other, Hawaii extreme, the complete, overreaching judicial
regulation of the Hawaii legal profession by the Hawaii Supreme Court as in my
case without any direct appellate review, pursuant

to its mistaken, self-announced

(1963)
"inherent authority," See,In re Trask, 46 Haw.404,415, 380 P.2d75I,758
(,,the primary power in that respect rests with the court and not the legislature").

61. By doing so, the Hawaii Supreme Court has established, through its own

rule maki ft1, & licensing and disciplinary scheme for attorneys that on the surface
purports to closely mirror that of the DCC A, supra, promulgating professional

Rules and creating a prosecutorial Office

of Disciplinary

Counsel (ODC), a

separate peer review oversight Disciplinary Board (Board), and as a

final step

a

judicial review process exclusively however autocratically by and within itself,
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giving the appearance on paper otherwise of fairness, impartiality, and due process'
which

as the reader

will

see is however in practice more rhetoric than substance.

62. The existence of the ODC, the Board, and the Fund are neither
prescribed nor mentioned anywhere within the Hawaii State Constitution, nor are

they listed in any enactment of the Hawaii Legislature in its State Statutes, and
when their standing and capacity have been at issue, they have been self-servingly

described instead

by the Hawaii

Supreme Court

in various of its attorney

disciplinary related Orders as its own untouchable "creatures" akin to "special
masters," the Hawaii Supreme Court denying that they have any capacity,
independent or otherwise whatsoever, even as state "agencies," In re Disciplinary

Board and Office of Disciplinary Counsel,

63. The role

of the ODC is

gl Haw. 363,368, 984P.2d688

advertised

(1999)-

to the general public as the

disciplinary investigative arm of the Hawaii Supreme Court, the role of the Board

is advertised to the general public as the disciplinary recommending arm of

the

Hawaii Supreme Court, claiming its "mission is to maintain the integrity of the
legal profession and protect the public from professional misconduct by attomeys,"

and the Fund is advertised to the general public as the compensatory restitution
arm of the Hawaii Supreme Court fact-finding without

a

jury when client properly

is found to have been misappropriated by Hawaii attorneys and lost; see id. at370.
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64.

All three are described by the Hawaii

Supreme Court

in decisions

as

"creatures" of its, and are funded by Hawaii State Annual Bar dues in an amount
set

by the Court without appropriation or funding by the Hawaii State Legislature.

65. The involved staff of the ODC, including its Mr. Tamm (its Chief
Disciplinary Counsel), its Ms. Norris (its Special Disciplinary Counsel), and its

Ms. Sink (an ODC Investigator) having now moved to Colorado, all principally
involved in my disbarment, and the Members of the Board, including Mr. Nakea

(its

Chaiqperson), and

its Board Hearing Offrcers, including Mr. Hughes my

Hearing Officer, and the staff and Trustees of the Fund, including Mr. Tamm, are

all exclusively subject to

appointment, retention, and removal

by the Hawaii

Supreme Court, with all sharing in material part the same staff, the same secretary,
the same offices, with their employees bearing commingled job titles and funding.

66. While ultimately it is less important who controls an attomey regulatory
scheme than how

fair and impartial it is, not only is Hawaii's two

separate yet

supposedly equal systems for licensing and disciplining attorneys, versus licensing

and disciplining other professionals such as physicians, neither explained nor
attempted anywhere to be justified, and in practice treats attorneys prejudicially

differently in violation of an attorney's fundamental constitutional rights, when
compared,

for example, to the thirteen separate disciplinary

standards, supra,

controlling DCCA revocation proceedings below (personal firsthand knowledge):
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a. the ODC does not require complaints against attorneys to be signed under

oath and even accepts anonymous complaints, as was done in my case;

b. the ODC's licensing revocation standards are vague, ambiguous and even
contradictory, as many were nevertheless used to disbar me in my case;
c. the ODC's partisan mindset is that it represents complainants as its clients,
and not the general public, as how

it treated its representation of complainants in

my case, even encouraging and coaching them regarding what to say at hearings;
d. the ODC lumps several complaints from different complainants together

for investigation and for trial at one and the same time merely for its

own

convenience, as it did in my case, causing the prejudicial comingling of evidence;

e. the ODC prejudicially hides its intended, harsher requested sanctions by

adroitly not specifically including them
dishonestly did

in my

in its petitions for discipline, as it

case, hiding disbarment as

a

sanction until no longer

confidential time-wise prohibiting extension requests under the Rules;

f. the ODC's employees and its ad hoc heanng officers have high turnover
rates and are untrained, prejudicing its targeted attorneys. as happened in my case;
g. the ODC and the Board allow appointed investigators and hearing officers

to have conflicts of interest, even covering them up, despite Hawaii Supreme Court
and Board Rules to the contrary, as occulred in my case;
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h. the ODC, the Board, and the Hawaii Supreme Court allow ex parte
communications to take place despite their contrary Rules, as was done in my case;

i. the ODC and the Board deny targeted attorneys their right to call witnesses
and normal cross-examination rights in all other cases, as occuned in my case;

j.

the ODC, the Board, and the Hawaii Supreme Court ignore requirements

for trustworthy, unadopted findings of fact, as happened in my case;

k. the ODC and the Board do not provide specialized peer group mediation
and oversight or by specializedadvisory boards, as happened in my case;

l. the ODC, the Board, and the Hawaii Supreme Court treat petition
confidentiality as limited and discretionary, as was done in my case;

m. there is no non-discretionary appellate review of original

disbarment

orders entered by the Hawaii Supreme Court, denying targeted attorneys direct

review rights provided to every other professional in Hawaii whose license is
terminated, or who receives any discipline whatsoever, denied in my case as well;

67.The separate, unequal nature of the two disciplinary structures, illustrated

in chart form on the following page, opened the door to widespread

abuses

by an

unsupervised ODC, by an unsupervised Hearing Officer, and by an unsupervised

Board, all of which occurred in Kangaroo Court fashion contrary to many of their

own Rules, in my resulting unconstitutional disciplinary ordeal, contrary to the
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12 (1956):
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UNEQUAL PROTECTION OF PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS
RIGHTS IN HAWAII PROFESSIONAL DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS
Thirteen Fundamental
Due Process Rights In
Professional DisciplinrrY
Practices rnd

Hawaii Legislative And
DCCA Due Process
Practices in Non-AttorneY
Disciplinary Procedures
YES. Certification under oath

a

Complaints Made On Oath

b

Clear Standards APPlied

is mandatory or a complaint is
not accepted.
YES. The legislature enacts
clear standards and the DCCA
supplements them.

c

d

Publlc Treated As Client

Separate Ilearings Held

e

Sanctions in the Pedtion

f

Full Time Training

('
E

No Conflicts of Interest

h

No Ex Parte Contacts

I

Evidentiary Rights

j

Complete Findings of Fact

k

Peer Review

I

Record ConffdentialitY

m

Direct Appellate Review

YES. The DCCA strcsses that
its client is thg public and not
the complainant.
YES. DCCA tries each
complaint on its own merits,
notmixing claims or evidence.
YES. DCCA immediatelY sets
forth the exact, maximum
discipline sought in each case.
YES. DCCA employs full
time professional staff,
oeriodically retrained.
YES. DCCA has strict anticonflict of interest rules which
are strictlv enforced.
YES. Ex parte contacts
prohibited among staff, Board,
hearine officer, etc.
YES. Full evidentiary rights
are respected, both to call and
to cross-examine all witnesses.
YES. DCCA requires special
complete written findings of
fact and conclusions of law.
YES. DCCA empanels area
specialists to serve as Peer
review Board for each case.
YES. All proceeding are
conlidential if and until any
discioline is imposed.
YES. Any discipline imPosed
can be ap'pealed to the Circuit
Court, and then to the ICA.
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Ilawaii Judiciary, ODC'
Board, And Fund kactices
Governing AttorneY
Dlsciplinary Procedures
NO. Virtually every complaint
is dockAed and no oath as to
tnrthfulness is required.
NO. Few clear applied
standards. Court 's HRPC are
oft en contradictory, unclear.
NO. ODC investigators take
complainant's side of each
case. even rehearsing them.

NO. Unrelated complaints and
cbarges tried together, crosscontanrinatins the evidence.

NO. Only minimum sanctions
are disclosed in petitions for
discioline. hid until hearing.
NO. High turnover of ODC
staff and untrained hearing
officers as ad hoc volunteers.
NO. Despite anti-conflict of
interest rules, not adhered to
bv ODC. Board. orthe Court.
NO. lnpractice ex parte
contacts are encouraged
among staff, Board, Cowt.

NO. Hearing officers in
practice allowed to restrict
evide,nce in sole discretion.

NO. Hearing officers, Board
adopt verbatim ODC
incomplete Dartisan findings.
NO. No attempt is madeto
involve peer attomeys
practicing in specialized field.
NO. Petition shortly becomes
public unless Board
Chaimerson extends time.

NO. Non-discretionary apPeal
not permitted after Supreme
Court discipline announced.
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68. The ODC has followed the national trend and in recent years has
prosecuted approximately half a dozen foreclosure attorneys in Hawaii, leading to
suspensions and mostly disbarments, prior

to going after me, foreclosure

defense

attorneys being looked upon as crooks, supposedly taking money from vulnerable
foreclosure defendants when behind on their mortgages and having supposedly no
defenses, the product of the ODC's own institutional ignorance and stupidity.

69. While in some instances those charges against others were probably true,

it

was certainly not the case with regard to my conduct, whose record, supra,

speaks for itself, but

I became the most obvious, pnze candidate to go after and to

target, for those at the ODC coveting promotions, or for other less apparent reasons
explained below.
70. The nationwide state attorney disciplinary agencies, like the ODC, have
been in fact acting almost in unison to target foreclosure defense attorneys, sending

memos to each other back and forth encouraging a regulatory disbarment sweep
against foreclosure defense attorneys, to the point where the ODC even posted an
advertisement on Craigs'

List about a decade ago asking any client dissatisfied

with my performance to please contact them immediately.
suggesting that there were

I

heard nothing,

no such hoped for solicited complaints

submitted (from personal firsthand knowledge).
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My Due Process Rights Were Violated In My Disbarment Proceedings
71. Worse still, eventually

I directly

became raw meat for the ODC, who

subjected me to procedures that likely would have even made the Judges of the

English Star Chamber blush, affording me unequally, through the entire process of

my disbarment procedures, none of the thirteen DCCA protections given members

of other professionals in Hawaii, suprx, such as physicians and members of other
occupations in the State

of Hawaii, a virtual orgy of Fifth and Fourteenth

Amendment deprivations, and also

in

violation

of written yet thoroughly

unenforced Hawaii Supreme Court and its own Board Rules themselves, the actual

specific facts and circumstances which caused false charges to be confirmed
generally,
against me as specifically detailed later in this Statement, are all set forth
summarized below, using the thirteen standards earlier comparably described:

a. complainants against me were not required to sign under oath, one of

which involving my mort gage company, explained below, was for an alleged
incident that had supposedly occurred more than half a decade earlier, which
moreover was filed against me anonymously, record infra.

b. I was charged with supposedly violating published ethical rules that were
and still are not only vague, but often contradictory, such as billing standards
although nowhere is the "billable hour" so enshrined anywhere in attorney ethical
rules, Record infra;
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c. the ODC brags that, contrary to Board Rules,

it nevertheless dockets every

complaint received on the assumption that that is prima facie fully justified, and
investigates afterwards, putting me and other targeted attorneys

to the costly

burden of preparing a defense and submitting voluminous requested boiler plate
documentation even

if not related to what is being complained of, as the ODC

carries out a fishing expedition looking for ethical violations, determined to find

them, see Evidence 11 (based upon personal firsthand knowledge concerning
other, frivolous complaints requiring a voluminous response by me that were
subsequently ignored);

d. the ODC lumped several alleged complaints against me by four different
parties in one petition for discipline and tried all four together although unrelated,
and tried me on charges not even set forth in its petition and its amended petition

for discipline, to which

I responded, Evidence 12 (Doc. No. 2, DBF 2-6) (the

Petition, the Amended Petition, and my Answer).
e. the ODC put

in its petition and amended petition against me the requested

sole sanction of only attending ethics classes
seeking disbarment

if

found guilty, not revealing it was

until later at a second pretrial conference, adroitly only after

the time to seek an extension of the period during which the Petition would remain

confidential had expired, id., see concluding "Wherefore" clauses in the Petition
and in the Amended Petition;
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f. the ODC staff is untrained and the turnover

extraordinary, making it

my
difficult for me to have discussed the case with senior staff; for instance, during
Counsel
several years of proceedings the oDC had at least four Chief Disciplinary

resign, which
removed and a like number of Assistant Disciplinary Counsel all

senior staff
curtailed for example scheduled pretrial conferences, and the two
gone after the
members signing my petition for discipline were, for instance, soon

signing (udicial notice and personal knowledge);

g. conflicts of interest were prevalent everywhere and although I timely
objected,

my

objections were either denied

or

ignored;

for

instance

chronologicallY:

(i) Ms. sink, the investigator exclusively specially assigned to my cases over

my timely written objection, was a former wife and paralegal of a notorious
me, both
ambulance chaser who brought two prior malpractice cases against
judgment and my fees and
dismissed with prejudice, my being awarded summary
costs

in the second one, and who put a TV ad on cable TV accusing several

working there in
attomeys, including ffie, of legal malpractice while Ms. Sink was
a one-employee office, presumably placing the ad;

I timely objected furthermore

prior to any decision by the Hearing Officer, to no avail, see Evidence 1l', supra;

(ii) Mr. Hughes, the ODC hearing officer, at the same time was opposing
counsel of mine

in an ongoing

combined civil and appellate case where Mr.
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Hughes had lost the appeal for the opposing parties in that case which

I had won,

and upon remand settlement negotiations were still admittedly underway between

Mr. Hughes and me while Mr, Hughes nevertheless was also my Hearing Officer
and at the same time openly negotiating settlement terms in that other case with

me;

I timely objected to him presiding way before he decided, to no avail, see

Evidence 13 (Doc. No. g at DBF g6). Mr. Hughes, despite Disciplinary Board
Rule 20(e) (..only pleadings or motions ordered by a Hearing officer . . . may be

filed by the parties) he

nevertheless considered

my unsolicited written

to
disqualification request and denied it, leaving me with no alternative other than
raise the issue afterwards on appeal to the Board and

if

necessary to the Court, as is

the Hawaii case law requirement also, Fong v. Sapignza, 39 Haw' 92,7951 WL
7A75 (1951), citing Scott v.

Stuart,22Haw, 576,1915 WL 1407 (1915)'

(iii) Mr. Nakea, while serving as Board Chairperson, it was admitted

later

an
under oath on the recorded record at a Board Meeting by a Board Member,

attorney with the loudest

of loud mouths on the Board, who had come to Mr.

Nakea before the Board hearing scheduled to determine what discipline

if any to

Mr.
recommend to the Hawaii Supreme Court against me, that that Board Member,
Horovitz, who was opposing attomey in two of my cases unrecognizedby me until
months later as explained, was told by Mr. Nakea not to disclose
recuse himself atthat Board Meeting;
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(iv) Thereafter Mr. Horowitz obeyed Mr. Nakea, hiding that conflict from
No.
me and the Board before the Board made its decision, see Evidence L4, Doc.

16 atDBF 124,

esp.

Judge Nakea and

pp. 3, lines 23-25 and 4,lines 1-3 ("I did actually reach out to

Mr. Lowenthal [Board counsel] explaining the

case that we had

been involved

in . . . asking whether I did need to recuse myself, and the answer

came back no,

I did not");

compare with Evidence 15, Doc. No. 9, at DBF 98, esp'

pp. 3, lines 9-25 and4, lines 1-16, starting that Board Meeting ("Nakeat . . , There
are two Board Members who wanted to make disclosures

[Mr. Miller, said to be an

,Undisclosed Board Member' in the Hearing Transcript and Mr. O'Neill, with Mr.

Horowitz as instructed remaining silent]'

(v) Ms. Norris, who the ODC admitted hiring

specially as Senior

me
Disciplinary Counsel to advocate its Amended Petition for Discipline against
defense
before the Hawaii Supreme Court, had been hired by me earlier as my

dismissed
attorney in defeating a prior targeting of me by the ODC that had been

for past ODC unethical targeting violations (see the discussion of that prior
to the
outrageous targeting incident,Paragraph 87, infra), and although she denied

Hawaii Supreme Court being retained by me earlier, my presenting to the Hawaii
her as a retainer
Supreme Court a copy of my prior $25,000 check made payable to

and to
fee caused the Court to disqualiff her over the ODC's objection of course

disqualifv the entire ODC staff also for that same reason;
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Nos. 5g, 62, 72, and 80, containing the entire briefing and resulting Order
disqualiffing Ms. Norris on ethical grounds for having lied to the Court (she is
nevertheless still employed by the ODC, targeting other attorneys in the State

of

Hawaii, underscoring the complete lack of accountability at the ODC);

(vi) Ms. Norris, disqualified, had beforehand however selectively re-written
the Board,s Findings against me, Evidence 17, Doc. No.

l, without notice to me

of
contrary to Hawaii Supreme Court Rule z.t(d) (the Board's Report and not that
Ms. Norris is required to be submitted to the Board pursuant to Rule 2.7(d)),
the
replacing Mr. Hughes' incomprehensible one sentence finding placed on top of
18,
prosecutor,s findings by him and entirely re-"adopted" by the Board, Evidence

me
Doc. No. T at DBF 70, hers instead as the principal charging document against

not the actual stated findings by the Hearing Officer nor by the Board, both of

whom as unpaid volunteers had instead rubber-stamped as adopted findings
verbatimthe proposed findings submitted by the prosecutor years earlier, Evidence
19, Doc. No. 7, at77;

h. all during my ODC proceedings before the Hawaii Supreme Court, the
parte
latest, new Chief Disciplinary Counsel, Mr. Tamm, had been providing ex
back
communications to the Members of the Hawaii Supreme Court behind my

from
and behind my co-counsel's back pertaining to alleged additional complaints
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clients to the ODC and to the Fund against me which were not true, presumably
provided secretly

ex

parte through Mr. Nakea, prejudicing my disciplinary case:

(i) When post-disbarment I found out about it and that it was actually

the

Court,s stated written policy set forth in prior disciplinary appeals to accept such

hidden prejudicial ex parte communications from its "creatures," see)
Evidence 20 (scpw- l 9-0000 687),

€.g.,

I confronted the court with that objection

that no
asking for immediate discovery and it did not actually deny it, only writing
ex

parte communications took part in the disposition of the matter, Evidence 21,

Doc. Nos. 288 and 304, although bare receipt of such undisclosed ex parte
communications

is ethically prohibited by the Hawaii

Rules

of

Professional

judges
Conduct and by the Hawaii Revised Code of Judicial Conduct governing

alike

(ii) For example, initially the ODC sought my interim suspension in SCAD22
18-0000497, andin denying my interim suspension, see docket sheet, Evidence

(udicial notice,
before

it

et seq.),the Hawaii Supreme Court had the samg identical record

when

it entered its subsequent

disbarment order, see Petition for

Suspension, Eviden ee 23, and see my Rebuttal Memorandum,

Exhibit 24, and see

my Declaration in Opposition, Exhibit 25, and even though in denying
suspensio n, see

any

Evidence 26, the standard of review was greater (allowing fot de

of
novo review according to Hawaii Supreme Court Rule 2.23, "upon receipt
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sufficient evidence demonstrating that an attorney has committed fan ethical
violation] . . . and poses a substantial threat of serious harm to the public").

(iii) I first

began

to suspect that the Hawaii Supreme Court had received

hidden derogatory information concerning other supposed client complaints
against me when Mr. Tamm, the same gentlemen wearing two hats as head of the

ODC and as head of the Lawyers Fund, also having been caught later feeding ex

parte information at first secretly to Judge Otake behind my back in U.S. District
Court, had filed a post-disbarment motion in SCAD-19-0000561, the disbarment
supra,
case before the Hawaii Supreme Court, ssckigg*to have ftrs disqualification,

lifted so that he could participate in

subsequent post-disbarment proceedings

of

mine, which motion was denied.

(iv) But in Mr. Tamm's moving Affidavit, post-disbarment, subsequently
he
sealed by the Hawaii Supreme Court for having been filed contrary to its Rules,

referenced numerous Lawyers Fund claims purported received against me that I

had no knowledge of, even though "the secretary [of the Lawyers Fund] shall
cause a copy of the application fclient complaint] to be personally served upon the

alleged defalcating attorney or sent by certified mail," Hawaii Supreme Court
Lawyers Fund Rule 5.2.

(v) The first time I saw that group of alleged original client complaints was
much later on June 17,2021, when they were attached to one of the two motions to
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Court in Hawaii,
dismiss filed by me in related Case No. 21-00175 in U.S. District

of which this Court may take judicial notice, so requested, Evidence Rule
(,ocannot be reasonably questioned"). Although

201

I appreciate that this is not the time

claims
nor the place to address each of those truly unfounded, heretofore hidden

my disbarment,
which were before the Hawaii Supreme Court nevertheless during
submitted behind my back,

it is important at least to note that virtually all of those

against
claims are dated one to two or more years prior to my 2020 disbarment,

which I was given no chance to rebut'

(vi) Refening back to the earlier Hawaii Supreme Court Order
suspension on the same identical record

I

denying

was subsequently disbaned on, supra'

of Disciplinary
the rejection of my suspension was "without prejudice to the Office

or new,
Counsel submitting to this court further information regarding current,
would warrant
allegations of misconduct engaged in by Respondent Dubin, which

to be a dog
reconsideration," which the ODC apparently took or wanted to take
whistle.

(vii) There was no submission of any further allegations, ex parte
otherwise, filed

in

or

SCAD-18-0000497, notwithstanding the fact that that the

is almost
staffing of the oDc and the Lawyers Fund and the Disciplinary Board
identical.
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(viii) While ex parte communications during

disciplinary proceedings

,,between the ODC and any member of the Board, a Hearing Officer or a member

of a Hearing Committee" are prohibited by Disciplinary Board Rule 9(d) (udicial
notice, et seq.),and while Rule 9 of the Hawaii Revised Code of Judicial Conduct
and Supreme Court Rule 5 similarly prohibit ex parte communications involving

the Members of the Hawaii Supreme Court, received or sent, the Rules of the
Lawyers Fund are more open textured, Rule 2.2(a) requiring the Disciplinary
Board Chairperson to report periodically to the Hawaii Supreme Court regarding
the work of the Trustees, and appears the due process loophole through which the
hidden Lawyers Fund claims got throu gh

ex

parte to the Hawaii Supreme Court.

(ix) The staff of the Lawyers Fund led by the ODC head, Mr.
adroitly not only did not serve me with the bulk

Tamm,

of the alleged, believed

dishonestly solicited Fund claims, keeping them secretly alive, many for two years

or even more)but

as the Trustees denied

it turns out a few of them, infra,I was not

even as to them ever consulted or notified regarding the outcomes in violation

of

the Lawyers Fund's own Rule 5.2(e), requiring that its "written report . . . shall be
served . . . on the alleged defalcating attorney," ibid'

(x) Suffice it here to inform this Court that each of the purported and hidden
complaints, only recently disclosed

to me a few months &go, ate frivolous,

reflecting not only the dishonestly of the ODC staff prosecuting me conveniently
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wearing Lawyers Fund hats as wello but indicative of a few emotionally disturbed
reading
or even dishonest clients while being sued for foreclosure and ejectment,

exaggerated press reports, infra,

release

of my pending disbarment following the public

of the Hearing officer's defamatory report and his disbarment

for more
recommendation of April 2018, for prior thereto in the practice of law
than one-half century

I

had never had a single Lawyers Fund complaint filed

against me.

(xi) It would be more difficult to envision a due process violation more gross
showing
than being disbaned without being given a chance to defend myself by

proof that any such purported secret claims were not only frivolous, but were
even
hidden from me and from my counsel in the disbarment case, and thus not

memorializedin the current record; and the Hawaii Supreme Court, supra, not only
sealed
after-the-fact denied me discovery of those ex parte supposed claims, but

judicial notice;
the record in that regard as well, of which this Court may take

i. at the hearing with Mr. Hughes presiding, I was denied my right by Mr'
ex
Hughes to cross-examine Ms. Andia solely on her husband's excuse' relayed

parte through the prosecutor to the Hearing Officer, that she was too emotional
a
over the case, no such medical evidence even offered, although she was clearly

joint complainant, subpoenaed and on my witness list, Evidence 27 (Doc' No'
DBF

46,

3,

p. 684),yet her unable-to-be-cross-examined testimony was nevertheless
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allowed in, indirectly, through her husband's direct testimony with her not there,
to
despite my belief she had authored the anonymous complaint, supra; in contrast

Mr. Hughes refusal pretrial to allow almost all of my clients to testiff at the
List,"
hearing in support of my ethics, see Evidence 28 ("Respondent's Witness
..petitioner's In Limine Motion No. 3," "second Pre-Hearing Conference Order,"

p.3);
j.Mr.Hughes adopted the findings and recommendation of the ODC without
changing

a single word, syllable or punctuation mark, which this Court has

and
understandably continually criticized as contrary to both due process fair trial

(gth
appellate rights, Photo Electronics Com.-v. England, 581 F.2d772,776'777

Cir. 1978) ("wholesale adoption of the prevailing party's
complicates the problem of appellate

review

proposed findings

[It raises] the possibility

that

the
there was insufficient independent evaluation of the evidence and may cause

losing party to believe that his position has not been given the consideration it
deserves. These concerns have caused us

to call for more careful scrutiny of

painstaking
adopted findings. . . . We scrutinize adopted findings by conducting a

review of the lower court proceedings and the evidence").

k. no member of the ODC knew anything about foreclosure defense,
including Mr. Tamm, and Mr. Hughes and the Board Members who as attorneys

all

represented landlords and anti-consumer clients,
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where
Members serving as opposing counsel against me in four cases

I

was in

clients, in no way were
those ongoing cases representing homeowners against their
representing
they my peers able to appreciate or to understand the pitfalls of

again in contrast
emotionally distraught and hyper homeowners facing foreclosure,
to the licensing revocation procedures of the DCCA;

l. I was misled into believing that the sanction I faced was being ordered to
only sanction
take ethics classes, as already explained supra, for that was the
the effect of
specifically listed in my petition and amended petition for discipline,

petition
which was my not seeking to extend the short time afforded where the

would be confidential, and as a result Mr. Hughes' disbarment recommendation
appeared

in various local media and Internet reports that severely injured my law

staff, and
practice and cash flow and ability to retain and to keep associates and
proceedings,
consequently to defend myself throughout most of the disbarment
as well as new
causing clients and staff to leave me and potential replacements

clients to keeP far awaY;

of the
m. I was denied the ability to seek nondiscretionary appellate review
proceeding
Hawaii Supreme Court's order of disbarment, from the first original

by the DCCA
adversely affecting my right to practice law, whereas the termination
appealed
of a license, for instance of a phys ician, may be directly nondiscretionary

Court of Appeals.
to the Circuit Court and thereafter to the Hawaii Intermediate
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72.The flagrantly vicious animosity with which the ODC targeted me is best
illustrated by the statement

of one of its attorneys

made under oath in formal

papers to the Hawaii Supreme Court supporting disbarment, since sealed, that
supposedly my radio show, supra, co-hosted by former Hawaii Governor John D.

Waihee

III, was "a menace to the general public," quoting one show's alleged

excerpts giving borrowers dishonest instructions for avoiding foreclosures that
never even was once said, see suprq Evidence23, supra (p.4, fn. l1), implicating

First Amendment rights as well. Thereafter, that junior staff member

was

promoted.

73. Despite the ODC's targeting of me and despite all of its due process
violations in an attempt to create a false factual record of misconduct by me, the

ODC failed to support its Petition an{ its Amended Petition with any clear and
convincing evidence, not even by a preponderance of the evidence.

jL.Yetthe ODC

nonetheless succeeded in convincing a conflicted voluntary

Hearing Officer, a rubber-stamping, conflicted voluntary Board, and a busy Hawaii
Supreme Court saddled

by increasing caseloads, with one Justice short, and by

COVID-19 complications, stampeded by the false specter of visions of hundreds of
supposedly abused clients depleting the Lawyers Fund behind my back, causing
the Judiciary to order my disbarment, adopting eight findings arising from three

of

the four separate cases tried together: 'o'We find and conclude, by clear and
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convincing evidence, that petitioner Gary

v.

Dubin committed the following

misconduct."

75. All eight of the Hawaii Supreme Court's adopted disbarment findings,
Evidence 29 (Doc. No. 217), which we will now closely examine, were not only

the flawed product of gross due process violations pursuant to the first In re
pursuant
Kramer test, they were also factually insufficient to prove any misconduct

to the third [n re Kramer test having been completely discredited, but even were
they even partially true which

I

dispute, disbarment

in such a situation would

be

gravely unjust for the simple reason that no unethical intent by me was ever shown

at anytime

as to any alleged ethical

violation, and indeed not only if at aII involved

exclusively the conduct of others as if disbarment can be shown vicarious'

76. There was an additional, fourth nonsensical case charging me with
professional misconduct presented by the ODC, lumped together with the other
proposed
three cases for one consolidated hearing, and the ODC's one-sided

findings of ethical violations in that other case, also adopted verbatim by Hearing
filed
Officer, Mr. Hughes and by the Board, were based on my supposedly having
ridiculous a
an appellate brief with improper case citations (!), so embarrassing and
charge, also in fact furthennore untrue, that

it

was however completely ignored by

the Hawaii Supreme Court, as however all of the charges should have been.
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The First False Finding: The ODC Two-Prior-Disciplines Accusation

77. The first finding against me by the Hawaii Supreme Court was that "In
aggravation, Respondent Dubin has two prior disciplines, " Disbarment Order, Page
4

78. Contrary to this adopted conclusion, often thought necessary to support
disbarment, taken from the

oDc's own self-serving narrative, in reality I had never

been disciplined for any ethical violation against a client in my entire 58-year
career as an attorneY.

79. That is a fact, and there is nothing whatsoever contrary in the entire
underlying record. It was therefore fundamentally prejudicial effor for the Hawaii
Supreme Court to adopt

in

aggravation the ODC's accusation of prior discipline,

contrary to this Court's decision in In re Kramer, supra.
80. There are two possible explanations for this egregious factual error.

gl. First, the ODC reached back to mistakenly try to use my quarter-century-

old, lggl federal IRS failure-to-file income tax misdemeanors, supra, to claim
prior misconduct, having been bench tried and convicted of IRS misdemeanor
Real, now
charges in Honolulu by Visiting California U.S. District Judge Manuel
deceased, a controversial federal judge widety criticized

abusive behavior, even though the

for his truly erratic

oDc itself when it

was

and

a responsible

the
investigative body, following a three -year full investigation, ruled that under
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circumstances I did not commit any professional misconduct, pursuant to its formal

multi-year investigation and its concluding January 27,1998 Report, Evidence 30
(Doc. a1(10)):
Based upon the information and documents obtained by our
investigation, the Reviewing Member of the Disciplinary Board
has determined that a finding of professional misconduct on your
part, regarding your 1995 misdemeanor conviction for Willful
Failure io File Income Tax Returns in violation of 26 United
States Code section 7203, is not warranted due to the unique
circumstances pertaining to your matter'
82. Thereafter, the California Bar Court, of whose Bar I have been and still

am Member since !964, conducted its own similar investigation, the Bar Court
Settlement Judge agreeing with the ODC's decision, supra, nevertheless within his

limited authority was only able to give me the minimum public reproval, which
when drafted and agreed to on December 15, 1999 and published in June 2000
however read more like an approval than a reproval, Evidence 31 (Doc. a1(11)):

In January 1994 Dubin was convicted of violation of 26 USC

section liOZ failure to file federal income tax returns, from 1986
through 1988. He has since filed the returns but owed no taxes
for those years because of business losses. At about the same
time he failea to file those retums, he was audited. He received a
letter from an employee of the Internal Revenue Service stating
that he was not required to file income tax returns for the years
covered by the audit.
There were no factors in aggravation. In mitigation, at about the
time of the misconduct, Dubin was under great stress because his
and passed away in 1992. The
son had been terminally
misconduct was due, in part to the letter he received from the

ill
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IRS stating that he was not required to file the tax refurns. Also,
the misconduct did not involve clients.
83. And the ODC confirmed to me in writing on November 12, 1999 that it

would not be seeking reciprocal discipline as a result, and did not, since the ODC
had earlier found no professional wrongdoing by me on the same exact underlying
facts, Evidence 32 (Doc. No- 41(10) and Pet.
84.

I

El).

then appealed to the IRS Seattle District Office with the assistance

of

the entire Hawaii Congressional Delegation, and the IRS competing a four-year
audit of my tax records completed on June 30,2003, apologized to me that as the
complaining witness at trial

it

was wrong and admitted that

it

actually owed me

$100,000 for the tax years in question, Exhibit 33 fiudicial notice), and

I was

further exonerated by a seven-year investigation by the American Bar Association,

supra, published as a front-page story in its september 1,2008 ABA Journal,

Exhibit 7, supra.
85.

yet at the hearing before Hearing Officer Hughes, the ODC prosecutor

denied that exculpatory evidence that the ODC itself had earlier cleared me of any

wrongdoing regarding my much earlier misdemeanor convictions, at first the ODC
prosecutor instead even emphatically denying before the Hearing Officer Hughes

the fact that any such documentary evidence refuting the ODC's aggravating
circumstances claim existed

in the ODC files, with the Hearing Officer in turn

always taking the side of the prosecutor no matter what, refusing to compel the
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me'
ODC to produce its relevant office documents, instead placing that burden on

until I found and later produced copies at the hearing of that exculpatory evidence
the
being intentionally concealed by the ODC prosecutor (who happened to head

ODC at the time of the hearings no less) in the ODC's own office files in the
cabinets adjoining the hearing room, Evidence 34 (1 lll4ll7 Hearing Transcript,

DBF 4s).

g6. Second, the ODC further reached back to present Hearing Offrcer
Hughes with evidence of
2AA4

a 16-year-old ODC informal

admonishment

of me in

in a case brought by someone not even my client, for supposedly my being

late in providing the ODC with a further irrelevant requested document, accused

according

to the ODC prosecutor himself

self-servingly, which notice of

the
admonishment was ironically belatedly machine post-marked days after
the
September 11, 2001 bombing of the New York World Trade Towers when

whole Country including the U.S. Post Office was closed and not sorting and
delivering any mail, and that delayed notice furthermore was eventually received
was no
too late for me to seek reconsideration although I tried, only to be told there

procedure for belated reconsideration thereafter, the ten-day deadline having

expired before therefore

I

could object, Evidence 35 (Pet.

El

and lll28ll7

of
Transcript, DBF 50), again the ODC preferring to function contrary to the laws
physics as well

as

justice and common sense'
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87. That informal admonishment was however subsequently

ordered

expunged when that prosecutor, a Special Assistant Disciplinary Counsel bringing

that noncooperation charge (playing prosecutor, judge, and jury as the ODC
prosecutors like to do, self-servingly charging failure to cooperate with them), later

was fired for bias for his own wrongdoing pertaining to that very investigation,

with all related records pertaining thereto ordered destroyed by the Hawaii

State

Attorney General in First Circuit Court, Civil No. 06-1-1485 GWBC pursuant to

a

confidential settlement agreement completely in my favor (Evidence 36, docket

sheet (udicial notice and personal knowledge)), nevertheless dishonestly
resurfacing and relied upon at my disbarment hearing before Hearing Officer
Hughes, submitted by the ODC in support of disbarment charges nonetheless.
gg. And although I had never been found to have committed any misconduct

toward a client or anyone else as an aggravating factor, the Order of Disbarment
nevertheless eroneously adopted in part verbatim the ODC's proposed findings
and conclusions and disbarment recommendation, adopted by the Hearing officer

verbatim and then re-adopted by the Board verbatim, ignoring my more than half-

century, unblemished disciplinary record, fitting into their intended, targeted

narrative whatever fragments

of

make-believe they could

find to

support

disbarment, and no matter how completely discredited in the Record and at the
seven days of hearings it all was
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The Second False Finding: The DCCA False Certification Accusation
g9. The second finding against me by the Hawaii Supreme Court was that
,,Respond.ent lcnowingly misrepresented

the truth on a governrnent form;

he

pages 1certified the information thereon as true." Smith Case, Disbarment Order,
2

90. Since "knowingly" is the ABA standard that the Hawaii Supreme Court

approvingly cites in its Disbarment Order, page 4, as controlling its disbarment
decisions,

it is difficult to understand how the Court came to the above conclusion

in the Smith Case, since at the hearing the ODC presented no witnesses at all on
mind,
that issue, no witnesses whatsoever as to my intentions or as to my state of
contrary to this court's decision in Iu re Kramer, supra.

91. To understand how all of this incongruous nonsense came about, in
Hawaii
addition to first understanding the general weaknesses to start with in the
happen,
attorney disciplinary structure itself, the proverbial accident waiting to
the
which I have already initially examined in this paper, one needs to also study

of
record chronologically in order to fully understand the specific factual context
the
my disbarm ent, apersuasive fact-based justification completely missing within

Disbarment Order itself, an omission hardly illustrative of the kind of appellate
matter'
workmanship one might expect from an appellate court in such a serious
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92. More than five years ago' for instance, on March 7, 2A16, the ODC
received an anonymous half-page, typed, unswom letter signed "/s/ Joe smith,"
describing himself "as a member of the public," with an obvious personal animus
(Doc' No'
against me, claiming, inter alia, as follows, Evidence 37

4l(a)):

As the enclosed summary disposition order shows, the Hawaii
Intermediate Court of Appeals affirmed the revocation of the
mortgage solicitor's license of Hawaii attorney Gary Victor
Dubin lutto*"y number 3 181) based on the fact that Gary Victor
Dubin lied in a response to a question on his application form
that asked whether he had been convicted of a crime during the
prior 20 years. i(:r'** Rule 8.4(c) of the Hawaii Rules of
Frofessional Conduct states: "It is professional misconduct for a
lawyer to: . . . (c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud,
deceit or misrepresentation[.]" [Emphasis added]

I
93. When notified of the Smith letter by the ODC, I replied, explaining that
the
was not aware of the mistake at the time, and that that DCCA decision and

subsequent decision

of the ICA were not based on any finding of

wrongful

knowledge or intent or lying, but were treated as malum prohibitun violations
is
without any required proof or finding of wrongful intent on my part, which

exactly how I answered the ODC's Amended Petition, see Evidence 12, supra.

94. Frustrated by residential lending abuses while practicing foreclosure
defense, as a sole nonparticipating investor only,

I

had formed Dubin Financial,

LLC, a Hawaii licensed mortgage brokerage, hiring an experienced licensed local
mortgage broker to manage the company for me'
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95. Unfortunately, mortgage brokers at that time were largely unregulated,
and when

I discovered that the licensed mortgage broker I had hired was cheating

borrowers and also stealing commissions from my company, which was the
mortgage broker culture of the times,

I

fired him and as a matter of public record

voluntarily closed Dubin Financial on May 75,2AA9, Evidence 39 fudicial notice
of relevant DCCA records).

96. However, a mortgage brokerage cannot operate without a designated
..mortgage solicitor in charge," so

I had to hurriedly apply to become

a mortgage

solicitor myself, so designated, in order to briefly maintain Dubin Financial's
so
license, solely for the purpose of completing a few loans already in the pipeline

loan applicants.
as not to prejudice the existing few remaining and approved
97. No new business was undertaken, and Dubin Financial,LLC was closed,
and the mortgage brokerage license voluntarily terminated on

May 15,2409.

9g. Two years later after the closing, the DCCA brought administrative

charges against

me alleging my 2008 solicitor's license

,,misrepresentation"

it

contained

a

deemed to be mqlum nrohihitum grounds for retroactively

revoking a mortgage brokerage license that was already withdrawn and voluntarily
mistake
cancelled and issued me a frne, all albeit illogically, for an unintentional

made on the form and although the license had already been voluntarily released
by me two fulI Years earlier.
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99. The basis for the belated DCCA revocation was that my application

failed to disclose that

I had been previously convicted in 1995, thirteen years

earlier, of federal failure-to-file income tax misdemeanors by Judge Real, supra,
here we

go

applicant

again, because one

of the several form questions asked whether as an

I had been convicted of a crime, which was checked "No" instead of

,,yES,,,hence not disclosing that

I,

13 years earlier,

in

1995 had been bench tried

by Judge Real and convicted of IRS misdemeanor charges, supra'
100.

I

explained under oath at the hearings that

I

did not knowingly nor

intentionally check the wrong box on the form, but that as I recalled. it was a long

I
time ago, the form was filled out mistakenly by a law clerk either before or after
had signed

it

and

in any event I had not been found by the DCCA in

its

investigation to have knowingly done anything wrong, as otherwise gleefully and

erroneously charged

by the ODC to force fit its

erroneously preconceived

narrative.
101. Nevertheless, the

oDc, cavalierly

denying my request to meet first,

informed me that they would meet with me to discuss the issue afier the Petition

for Discipline was first filed, and the ODC then proceeded to include the Smith
complaint within its

20li

petition for Discipline and its Amended Petition for

Discipline, supra, solely on the basis

of the DCCA's use of the word

,,misrepresentation" years earlier, ignoring the DCCA's definition
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,.misrepresentation," verifying that my intent was not at issue, and ignoring the

ICA's subsequent identical appellate malum prohibiturn decision in my
discussed infra, that neither had found me
misrepresented anything

to have personally

appeal,

intentionally

on my mortgage solicitor's form, the ODC merely

ignoring proof of intent ("mens rea") as not having been a part of any such
administrative investigation, the ODC nevertheless charging:

By failing to disclose information on his licensing application [in
ZOO8I Respondent violated the following provision of the Hawaii
Rules of Professional Conduct: 8.a(c) (pre 2014 version) (A
lawyer shall not engage in dishonesty, fraud, deceit or
misrepresentation; 8.a(a) (pte 20t4 version) (A lawyer shall not
violate or attempt to violate the rules of professional conduct,
knowingly assisf or induce another to do so' or do so through the
acts of another.)
102.

I

appropriately filed my Verified Answer, Evidence 12, supra, to the

ODC's charges, inter alia):
Respondent hereby responds that he denies that there were any
Respondent made any
findings whatsoever
malum
was considered
misrepresentations; instead
prohtbitum regulatory violation, and indeed both the DCCA
prosecutor and ihe hearing examiner as recorded refused to find
any intention by the Respondent or any personal wrongdoing by
the Respondent to misrepresent anything, which anything
,"t judicata and/or collateral estoppel and/or issue
should
preclusion as to such a charge here based entirely upon such
rej ected finding of misrepresentation'

that
it

a

if

i"

and
103. However, the ODC petitioned for discipline against me on the sole

exclusive basis that more than a decade earlier
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of
DCCA to have intentionally lied on my solicitor's application, a total misreading
the DCCA proceedings. Again the oDC at the hearing presented no supporting
of the
testimony from anyone, but relied entirely on its elroneous misinterpretation

DCCA procedures and findings, doubling down on its erroneous rhetorical
nonsense.

the DCCA
104. There however was factually no past finding whatsoever by

rny
nor later by the ICA on appeal, nor by anyone, my challenging the fine, of

minor
knowledgeable or intentional misrepresentation of any sort, nor even any
negligence on mY Part.

105. To the contrary, despite the misleading nomenclature of
,,misrepresentation," the DCCA simply and

I

contend wrongly considered itself

bound by the decision of the Hawaii Supreme Court in

Kiq.v. Contractor's

License

g06 (1998), opinion set fonh in Evidence 39 (also
Board, gg Haw. 264, 965 p.2d
see

Doc.41(5)), holding that such omission of any finding of proof of knowledge

or intent was irrelevant since it was a malum prohibiturz violation, not requiring
proof of any intent, the DCCA itself concluding:

There was no evidence that Respondent Dubin took part in the

of the

mortgage broker's application of
Reipondent Dubin Financial or in the submission of that

preparation

appiication. In addition, the was no evidence that either Lindberg
or Vu consulted Respondent Dubin regarding the contents of the
application or that Respondent Dubin had any knowledge of the
'r' '! Proof of an untruthful
contents of that applicition.

*

*
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statement within the meaning of this statute does not require
proof of intent to lie or intent to not tell the truth'
106. Indeed, that was also the stated legal position of the DCCA prosecutor

throughout, who on March 29, 2011

in his final argument before the DCCA

Hearing Officer freely conceded the point, Evidence 40 (Doc. No. 4l , 3l29lll
DCCA Transcript, and judicial notice):

The Hawaii Supreme Court came to that conclusion fin Kim]
based on its review of Chapter 444 and the fact that there was a
complete absence of any explicit requirement of intentional state
of mind on the part of the applicant in holding that they were basically they were not going to read a requirement of intentional
state oi mind in a statute that just talks about material
misrepresentation. . . . I believe, similarly, in this case there is no
* * 'k *
requirement of intent in that provision.

I don't think the evidence supports a finding that he [Dubin]
intentionally tried to putl one over on the department by
answeringthatquestion no. . . .I mean I don't see the evidence

that he was doing this intentionally. First, because he's a smart
guy and he wouldn't think that the department was - that they
would not catch that, so I don't -- and, frankly, it was a matter of
public record that he was convicted and I think anyone in the
iegal community probably knew that at the time that he applied
for the license, and in any case it is a matter of public record and
also a matter of some publicity; so I don't think Mr. Dubin would
have done that with the hope the department wouldn't know.

107. The

.,publicity" that the DCCA prosecutor was refening to was the fact

that I myself at the very same identical time the application was being signed by
me

I

had been publicizing my otherwise discredited misdemeanor convictions by

publishing full page color ads in local newspapers copying the exculpatory ABA
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on
Joumal Report entitled "Real Trouble" dated September 1,2006, still available

I had
the Internet, together with the IRS letter I had received stating officially that
not
no filing requirement for the tax years in question, further evidence that I was

trying to hide anything, and indeed to the contrary I was trying to publicize my
prosecuting
false misdemeanor convictions at that very same time, recanted by the

party, the IRS, for the entire world hopefully

to

see, Evidence

41 (Doc.

41

(Honolulu Star Bulletin) and judicial notice), completely inconsistent with any
intent to cover up my bench+ried, Judge Real, non-mens rea, malum prohibitum
misdemeanor bench-tried convictions.
108. The evidence at the DCCA hearing, supra, further similarly showed

that

I

had earlier applied for a Honolulu liquor license for a convenience store

of

mine and the prior convictions question had been checked "y"t," and the liquor
license was immediately granted nevertheless, further evidence that

I

was not

trying to hide anything, always freely acknowledging those discredited

Judge

day,
Manuel Real bench convictions to the entire world every chance I had, to this

trying to erase what for some it seems is nevertheless indelibly etched in their
the
brains, which is how public smears remain prejudicial even when, as here,

complaining party itself, the IRS, admits that it was wrong.

109. The DCCA Hearing Officer agreed with the DCCA prosecuting
the
attorney, finding a malum prohibitum violation and nothing more, disregarding
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absence

of any finding of knowledge or intent on my part

- W,

all contrary to

the unresearched erroneous statement in the ODC's Amended Petition for
(Doc.
Disciplin e, sttpra, and affirming the DCCA Director agreed, Evidence 42
41,3129111 Transcript, and

110.

judicial notice)'

I appealed with counsel, arguing a mens rea defense. The Hawaii

was
Intermediate Court of Appeals however affirmed, holding lvtowledge or intent

not a part of the violation charged based on the prior Hawaii Supreme Court Kim

decision

it felt bound to follow, therefore rejecting any mens re7 defense,

of
Evidence 43 (Doc. 4l(4) and judicial notice). That should also have cleared me
my
the ODC charge. yet the absence of intent was repeatedly ignored throughout

with
disbarment proceedings regarding not only the DCCA false charge, but
standards
respect to every false charge against me as well, and now contrary to the

in this Court's decision in In re Kramer, supra'
I I 1.

No certiorarf petition was filed in the Hawaii Supreme Court, as I

on
considered the matter closed, having a primary obligation to work instead
later
clients' cases, never believing that the matter would be revived a fulI decade

via ananonymous complaint to the ODC,

and be taken seriously given no DCCA

part'
or ICA finding of knowledge or intent or wrongdoing whatsoever on my

ll2. Ofcourse, had I known that it would later be used to disbar me, I would
have certainly sought further review, for the Kim decision is largely itself
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unsustainable, and just another reason why there should be a statute of limitations

for disciplinary complaints, as research discloses that there is in other States, many
restricting the filing of client grievances against attorneys, for example, to two
years, Alabama to three years, West Virginia to four years, Nevada and Utah to six
years, and Ohio and Texas to a "reasonable time'"

113. What finally should have occurred was ODC's Smith Case being
dismissed with prejudice when my former paralegal, appearing at the hearing by
one
telephone from Florida, submitted a Declaration and testified that he was the

that actually filled out the form including the one that had checked the wrong box,

not me, Evidence 44 (Doc. 41, attached to my ICA Opening Brief, and also
referenced in the

llll4ll7

Transcript, DBF 45), unless the Hawaii Supreme Court

intended to create a new category of disbarment,

o'vicarious disbarment based on

lack of intent,o' which would be as absurd as was it nevertheless having been
stated basis for mY disbarment:

just this
tMlV responsibility was to fill out these forms, not
*ortgug" form, but all other forrns for the law firm. Mr. Dubin is
A*ayslusy, so this was my fuIl responsibility. I filled out the

mortgage application accordinglY, to my best knowledge, which
*ut i6ut the ionviction was overturned; hence the exoneration of
Mr. Dubin for such conviction. And again, the Hawaii Bar, there
was no disciplinary actions taken against Mr. Dubin' nor did he
lose his license in any shape or form. Thus, filled out the
application as such.

I
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114. No contrary evidence

of personal wrongful knowledge or intent

was

provided by the ODC who had not even one colroborating witness at the ODC

hearing, none, the ODC prosecutor nevertheless relying upon
prosecutorial rhetoric, submitting elroneous, proposed findings

his mere

of fact and

conclusions of law to the ODC Hearing Officer Hughes, himself conflicted, supra,
the prosecutor accusing me of personally lying on the form, ignoring the DCCA's

unique statutory non-mens-rea definition

of truthful ("The [DCCA] Hearing

Officer specifically found that Respondent's answer to Question No. 8

was

'untruthtul within the terms of HRS $ 4368-19(2)'- ODC FOF #16). The only one
being dishonest or reckless in his prosecutorial proposed findings of fact was the
ODC prosecutor himself, not me.

115. Meanwhile, during the entire four years

of this aggressive ODC

prosecution, the membership of the ODC kept changing, and those who brought
the charges and those who prosecuted the charges abruptly disappeared, including

in a row at least four Chief Disciplinary

Counsel and at least three Assistant

Disciplinary Counsel (susceptible to judicial notice by this Court and stated upon
my personal knowledge).
116. The ODC Hearing Officer Hughes, after an overall lengthy seven days

of hearings. nevertheless robotically adopted rc}% verbatim the partisan findings

of fact and recommendations of the ODC prosecutor, including as to the
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anonymous Smith complaint, again without changing a single syllable or even one

punctuation mark,

by

submitting

a

one-paragraph statement, embarrassingly

incomprehensible, although initially rejecting intent as relevant to disbarment, yet

somehow concluding basing disbarment upon the "cumulative" effect of the four
complaints taken together, which the Board also circuitously subsequently rubberstamped, adopting verbatim, Evidence 45 (Doc. 45, including DBF 71):

I

shall be submitting, as my report, the findings

and

recommendations of the Office of Disciplinary Counsel. As
respects the proposed findings and recommendations of Dubin,
while researched and consistent with his position throughout the
proceedin g, that the charges are "malum prohibitum" (that is,
unlawful by rule or statute, but not evidencing wrongful intent),
the conduct at issue and the cumulative complaints warrant the
result fdisbarment] requested by the Office of Disciplinary
counsel. [word in brackets added from his accompanying
equally cryptic recommendation to the Board].
117. The Hawaii Supreme Court's stated finding

of "knowingly" as the ABA

basis for disbarment on this record is therefore all the more totally erroneous and

indefensible, and certainly not alternatively justifiable either by the inexplicable

"cumulative" reasoning

of

Hearing Officer Hughes, nor

by any

requisite

"cumulative" clear and convincing evidence impermissibly the result of trying all

four separate and unrelated cases together, thus cross-contaminating the alleged
evidence before one trier

of fact, an anathema to due process -- grounds

for

automatic rejection (and reversal) and not grounds for changing the otherwise
decision and judgment in any of the separate cases linked by ODC design.
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The Third False Finding: The Kern False Accounting claim
118. The third finding against me by the Hawaii Supreme Court was that
,,Respondent withdrew $3,500.00

of the clients'funds at a time when, based upon

Respondent's own accounting, Respondent had not yet earned thosefunds' " Harkey
Case, Disbarme,lrt Order, Page 3.

l 19. When

I

was forced to withdraw from representing Mr. Harkey,

explained below, Mr. Harkey owed me $69,475,44

in fees and costs, in other

words owed me $65,975.44 more than the $3,500 claimed unearned, Evidence 46
(Doc. No. 29, Exhibit 1).
120.

lt

was only on November 28, 2017, just a few minutes before the

conclusion of the combined omnibus hearings, that the ODC prosecutor waited for
the very first time to spring the $3,500.00 issue (more or less) on me, an issue not
set forth in the petition or Amended Petition for Discipline, Evidence

t2, suprq,

without thus providing me any adequate notice and time to investigate and
knowledgeably to respond, Evidence 47 (Doc No. 4, Transcript, DBF 50) (the
reference

,,A,' in the Transcript refers to my answer to the prosecutor's questions):

you
[Prosecutor] According to my calculations, as of the date
*itna."* the $20,000 on March 7th,2016, You withdrew $3,350
from Mr. Harkey's $20,000 in unearned fees.

a.

A. [Dubin] I don't know if your calculations are correct. I also do
not know whether or not the accountant made a mistake in the
dates, so -- ... There could have been a mistake. After all, we're
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70,000 in arrears. I'm not even charged for this in the amended
petition.

l1l.l

further replied that the invoicing is done by my in-house accountant,

and there was no evidence submitted that any such mistake was knowingly made

by her or by me, or otherwise intentionally done.

IZ2. Furtheilnore, I replied that the ODC prosecutor did not include

costs

and general excise tax in his calculations, and lots of documented work on the case
done by other members of my law

firm which I noticed was inadvertently omitted

from the calculations, and I also replied that the invoicing dates could have been
mistaken by four days, and that I would have to check my office records, but the
ODC prosecutor continued to repetitiously badger me at the hearing with his usual
habit of banging his fist on the table, not explaining why he brought that issue up at
the very end of the hearings without giving me time to investigate.

123. Errors by accident committed by others, moreover,

evidence

in the absence of

of willfulness, do not vicariously equate to a clear and convincing,

knowing personal ethical violation, and certainly not one justiffing disbarment,
and such questions should not have been reserved for the very last few minutes

of

the seven days of hearings to prejudice me. Nor should a contrary prosecutorial
record be made by ambush. Yet my disbarment was based in part on that very

,,finding." And meanwhile at the close of that last hearing, the prosecutor (and the

Hearing Officer) also tried to block me from presenting more
63
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exculpatory evidence contradicting

the prosecutor's allegations of

prior,

aggravating circumstances, Evidence 47, supra.

l24.lJpon checking my records after the hearing, I discovered that there was
an almost two-month gap shown on that specific client invoice prior to March 7,

2016, starting at the end of January 2016, caused by lost manual time slips by

others resulting

in lost billings during that period,

explaining the difference

between the periodic oral reports given to the client, the procedure employed at the

client's request, triggering earned withdrawals at the time, all ironically in the
client's favor, what was being challenged by ambush at the very conclusion of the
hearings with literally only minutes to go.
125. One need look no further to confirm Mr. Kern's bias moreover than to
observe his attempt similarly earlier, coached by the prosecutor, to speculate at the

hearing how my final produced accounting was supposedly in miniscule error, by

his challenging a few time entries which represented an infinitesimally extremely

tiny fraction of the overall balance of uncontroverted fees and costs owed to me by
Mr. Harkey, one series of entries based on more than24 hours charged in one day,
that and a few others being clear accounting elrors made by my office accountant,
easily explained and corrected, who tabulates the hours and prepares the invoices
as

I testified, not me. More vicarious liability supposedly supporting disbarment.
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126. Another infinitesimal example, ibid, was

Mr. Kern's challenge

based

on a claimed entry of an allegedly incorrect date for my trip with an Associate to
Las Vegas to meet with Mr. Harkey, when in fact accompanying airline and hotel
receipts in the record showed that our trip dates and hotel stays were cost-invoiced

correctly and that they in fact did oceur and on the dates specified. The record is

fuIl of such unfair and effoneously criticism by Mr. Kern.

l27.Mr. Kern, his testimony showed, simply did not know how to read date
stamps on text messages, as he looked wildly for anything to complain about,
although not charged in the Petition for Discipline or the Amended Petition for
Discipline.
128. The Hawaii Supreme Court did not otherwise seem impressed by Mr.

Kern's self-serving accounting claims either, not ordering any Harkey funds to be
retumed, although erroneously disbarring me expressly based on several of Mr.

Kern,s ambushing, last-minute, nitpicking, vicarious and unproven

personal

accusations more properly directed against my in-house accountant and not me,

with Mr. Harkey in comparison owing me an uncontested, relative fortune,
Evidence 46, supra.
129. Meanwhile, the Hearing Offrcer Hughes showed no interest

in

my

suggestion) sttpra, to call the accountant as a witness, the one who prepared the

invoice, only interested in his concluding the omnibus hearings ("closing the
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testimony") so that he could attend a luncheon previously scheduled, and thereafter
so that he could to write his one-paragraph report, see Evidence 47, supra.

130. The most egregious due process error

of all was that those minor

accounting errors, disclosed to me only with minutes to go before the conclusion

of

the seven days of hearings and without any opportunity to refute them with the
testimony of my accountant, as explained above, were not even charged in the
Amended Petition

for Discipline although stated as a material basis for

my

disbarment by the Hawaii Supreme Court, supro, afatal due process charging elror
based on the precedent

of the United States Supreme Court in In the Matter of

Ruffalo, 380 U.S. 544, 550-552 (1968), the Opinion in which is set forth in
Evidence 48 for the convenience of this Court (Justice Douglas writing for the
majority):
[An attorney charged with a disciplinary violation] is accordingly
entitled to procedural due process, which includes fair notice of
the charge. . . Therefore, one of the conditions this Court
considers in determining whether disbarment by a State should
be followed by disbarment here is whether "the state procedure
from want of notice or opportunity to be heard was wanting in
due process". . . . These are adversary proceedings of a quasicriminal nature. The charge must be known before the
proceedings commence. . . . This absence of fair notice as to the
reach of the grievance procedure and the precise nature of the
charges deprived petitioner of procedural due process. Reversed.
[citations omitted].
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The Fourth False Finding: The Kern Noncooperation Accusation

l3l. The fourth finding against me by the Hawaii Supreme Court was that
,,Respondent
$45,000.00

did not inform the client when he fully disbursed the client's

from

the fi.rm's

client trust accootnt, and he did not respond to clear

inquiriesfrom ODC regarding the matter. "Harkey Case, Disbarment Order, page 3.
132. First, the ODC's only witness, the record shows, was

Mr. Kern, who

had no personal knowledge of what had transpired between Mr. Harkey and me,
who was retained by Mr. Harkey for the Nevada case only after I withdrew.
133. Mr. Kern, after substituting for me in the USDC Nevada case and being

rebuked with court sanctions by that District Court for misbehavior and having
subsequently

lost the case for Mr. Harkey, dismissed for litigation

abuse

committed by Mr. Kern and Ms. Nora (supra), he was not paid, and his motivation
was only to secure funds for himself.

134. While Mr. Kern did very belatedly, after

I challenged

his authority,

finally produce Mr. Harkey's signature with that of Ms. Nora (whose involvement
is discussed below), on a one-page authorization obviously drafted by Mr, Kern,
limited to seeking "recovery of up to" amounts claimed paid, Evidence 49 (Doc.

No. (pE-D28), however there was not only no proof that that was Mr. Harkey's
signature, itself described at the hearings as a facsimile, but

I had plenty of reason

to doubt it and the belief that Ms. Nora signed Mr. Harkey's name.
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135. There

was also no proof that Mr. Kern's hearsay testimony at the

hearings reflected Mr. Harkey's views, not mentioned in his alleged authorization,

supra, notwithstanding that Mr. Harkey's Trust was in bankruptcy proceedings at

the time, the Trust for whom Mr. Kern was supposedly to collect for had never
been my client, see again his supposed authorization in Evidence 48, yet Mr. Kem

was permitted to speak for Mr. Harkey at the hearing by Hearing Officer Hughes

without any foundation for his testimony and without there being any opportunity
for me to cross-examine Mr. Harkey, nor any explanation why Mr. Harkey was not
also on the telephone as was solely Mr. Kern, just another violation of my crossexamination rights in the absence of being able to cross-examine Mr. Harkey.

136. Second, although the ODC prosecutor through his investigator did
testiSr that I had not timely responded to his inquires, that testimony was proven to

be completely mistaken at the hearing and expressly recanted by the ODC
investigator himself after being shown at the hearing my timely fax

to

him

responding to his supposed unanswered request for further information (one can
never satisfo the endless requests from the ODC whose investigators are allowed

self-servingly to testify regarding alleged failures to cooperate with them), the

ODC investigator embarrassingly withdrawing the claim that I did not cooperate

with the ODC at the conclusion of his testimony, see Evidence 50 (l U2Aln
Transcript, at 454, et seq., and my faxed letter dated September 24,2016, with its
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enclosures set to the ODC investigator with the forgetful memory proving that I
had cooperated with the ODC investigator contrary to the ODC complaint and the

contrary finding

by the Hawaii

Supreme Court, the investigator apparently

unaware of my faxed communication since as he testified his office neglects to

read faxes), another clear violation of the

In re Kramer, suprQ, due process

requirements.

l37.yet

somehow that false claim made its way inexplicably back before

the Hawaii Supreme Court and became one of its disbarment findings nevertheless.

This was nothing less than a due process nightmare completely contrary to the
several requirements set forth in In re Kramer.

138.

In order to

understand the truth,

it is necessary to understand the

chronology of events, and why Mr. Kern was not singularly a trustworthy hearsay

witness at the hearings

in the absence of Mr. Harkey himself, Evidence 51

(Lll4zll7 Transcript), preventing my

cross-examination

of Mr. Harkey on the

points testified to by Mr. Kern, another due process violation, and why I had to

withdraw from representing Mr. Harkey due to a Ms. Wendy Nora suddenly
unethically becoming the Plaintiff in the Nevada case replacing as Plaintiff my
client Mr. Harkey, as the new Harkey Trust Trustee, Evidence 52 (iudicial notice

of Las Vegas

docket sheet), which

I

testified
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voluminously documented, all such facts uncontested at the hearings' summaized
as follows:

financial
139. Mr. Harkey, after having previously been convicted of federal
possession of a
felonies in federal court on the U.S. Mainland and later a felon in

(Doc'
firearm, serving between ten to fifteen years in federal prisons' Evidence 53

pro hac
29, HEt), came to me in late 20t5 thereafter with various cases seeking
vice representation.

just been dismissed in
140. One of his pro se foreclosure-related cases had
lack of
washington state before Mr. Harkey came to me in Honolulu, based on

jurisdiction and another was ongoing at the time in Nevada federal district court in
ethically
Las Vegas where Mr. Harkey was the Plaintiffpro se, which after I was

forced as explained below later to withdrew,

I

was replaced by Mr' Kern,

Court Judge
whereupon Mr. Kern was sanctioned by the presiding Federal District
on July
and that case involuntarily dismissed with prejudice as a result

6' 2017 , see

Evidence 52, suPra.

l4l. Mr. Harkey hired me first to attempt to salvage through
his Washington State loss, which

I

began

reconsideration

to do, but ultimately Mr'

Harkey

concentrate on
instructed me to cease working on the Washington State case and to

the Las vegas action instead, which I then did for him.
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l4Z.I applied successfully for pro hac vice

status

with another member of

researching
my law firm in federal district court in Las vegas, Nevada, thoroughly

Nevada counsel over
the case and communicating with nearly a dozen opposing

to Nevada to meet
outstanding discovery and other pretrial matters, and traveling
pleadings and
with Mr. Harkey and other local counsel, while drafting new
discovery requests.

All of that work is detailed in the Record within my thousands

apparently
of pages of submissions to the oDC during its Kern investigation,

via telephone without any
unseen by Mr. Kern who instead testified at the hearings
replacing me'
personal knowledge of my work before he arrived on the scene

pleadings had
143. Mr. Harkey's existing wrongful foreclosure amended

Ms' Nora, who at the time
been earlier ghost written by a Midwestern attorneY,
of wisconsin and therefore
was under disciplinary investigation in her home state
indeed had been not so politely
unable to secure pro hac vice status in Nevada, and

doing any work
removed by the presiding Nevada District Judge from

in the

by opposing counsel
Nevada case even as a paralegal following heated objections
before

I

the case as an
was retained, her having been discovered working on

vice rules' and then
alleged paralegal sidestepping that District Court's pro hac

visibly surfacing in
wamed off the case by the Judge of that District Court after
the practice of law
Mr. Harkey's case, and then being subsequently suspended from
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for two years in her home state, Evidence 54 (udicial notice). I refused

to

the case.
unethically front for her. She made it clear that she would be controlling

144. During my representation

of Mr. Harkey, Mr' Harkey signed two

preferring
written retainer agreements, Evidence 50, supra. Mr. Harkey, otherwise

with oral
to conduct his financial affairs orally, he was at his request provided only
nothing
client trust account updates, as he emphatically specifically wanted

to be in writing, maintaining a low financial profile after his

financially

and all
incarceration and apparently fearful of the IRS, having no bank accounts,

were in name at
retainer funds of his being wired to me from bank accounts that
least not his.

145. Similarly,

Mr. Harkey would principally conduct business on the

least at first to me
telephone and by text mess aging, occasionally sending emails at

only through a friend of his surreptitiously in Washington State'
146.

In one such text message from Mr. Harkey, sent to me during my

Mr' Harkey
representation of him, when his retainer funds had become exhausted,
texted me back, acknowledging implicitly that

I

had kept him fully informed and

requested,
up-to-date regarding his fees and costs as Mr. Harkey had specifically

many text
g
Evidence 55 (Doc. No. 2g, HE (found 2g pages from the rear of those
messages ,

## 186 and 187), all contrary to Mr. Kern's opposite

hearsay testimony

having that
and the finding by the Hawaii Supreme Court despite that Court
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indeed in the
contrary evidence, Mr. Harkey stating in writing, ibid, that he was

process

of wiring additional funds for his Nevada litigation ("I

have already

-- dated
pledged to get another installment to you as soon as I can. A commitment"

prior
April 21,2016), Evidence Why would he or anyone say that unless he knew
funds had been exhausted?

of course, I was not able to ask him that or anything

oDC, only Mr'
else in my defense. He was not placed on the telephone by the
his many
Kern with no personal knowledge and questionable authorization for
to be paid'
unsupported accusations against me, his motivation wanting
147. However,

I

became ethically required to withdraw from Mr. Harkey's

his real property
representation when Ms. Nora convinced Mr. Harkey to transfer
operating
into a Trust to be controlled by her as Trustee, into that newly formed

Nevada litigation,
trust headed by her so that she could again take control of the
from pro
telling me what to do, as a ploy for overcoming her being disqualified
supra; by
hac vice representation in Nevada, overcoming her pending suspension,

going to join her in
email on April 25,2016,I let Ms. Nora know why I was not
her fraud on the Nevada federal court' infra:

As you know, no attomey can accept the relationship you
propose. You are forcing my lay !ry ,o withdraw our petition
io, pro hac vice appeatunces. I had hoped in recently emailing

you that you could work with us on the Nevada case' not that you
would control our representation and not that we would be standins for you. Your proposal is unethical and would be contrary to
the ru|es governing pro hac vice representation in the State of
Nevada.
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148. Thereafter contemporaneously followed

a

series

exchanges between me and Ms. Nora (explaining fuither why

of similar email

I could not ethically

continue representing Mr. Harkey in the case) and me and Mr. Harkey (his asking
me naively to please stay on and work with Ms. Nora while she was behind the
scenes), and Ms. Nora (threatening me, while explaining the way she intended to

control the case).

l4g. That conespondence, in the Record, is similarly voluminous,
Evidence 56 (Doc. HE, for some of it). There was no way that

I

see

was going to

participate in a fraud on the Nevada District Court, no matter how much money

was being offered ffio, and clearly the Rules

of

Professional Responsibility

required me to withdraw at the very least.
150. The discussion between Mr. Harkey and me, Mr. Harkey continuing to

beg me to stay on and work with Ms. Nora, culminated with several final text
messages

from me to Mr. Harkey, again explaining why of course I could not

ethically further represent Mr. Harkey, Evidence 57 (Doc. No. 29, HE 8).
151. Whereupon,

I moved to withdraw

as did my chosen local counsel, at

the time a Nevada State Representative and Chairman of Bernie Sanders' 2016
presidential Campaign in Nevada, himself about to run for U.S. Senate in Nevada,

who I had assured, now embarrassingly, that being local counsel with me would
not in any way risk his receiving any bad publicity due to the Harkey litigation.
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who
152. Our motion to withdraw was granted by the Nevada District Court
so
was told by me only of 'oirreconcilable differences" between client and counsel

as not to prejudice
case docket sheet

Mr. Harkey's

case there, see Evidence 52, supra (Las Vegas

for full verified details). Meanwhile,

I

warned Mr. Harkey that

Ms. Nora was not competent to handle his case'
153. Ms. Nora as Trustee replaced me with her personally selected out-of-

knowingly
state counsel, who in turn selected as his local counsel to be Mr. Kern,

joining in on the fraud, who together completely wrecked Mr. Harkey's case

as

I

point where
had predicted, failing to cooperate in discovery, see ibid' finally to the

Mr. Harkey and Mr. Kern and Ms. Nora were sanctioned by the Nevada District
with federal
Judge who then dismissed the case with prejudice for noncompliance
rules, supra.
154. In desperation, Ms. Nora and Mr. Kern attempted to blame me for their
agree,
discovery failings, but the Nevada District Court was not fooled and did not

I had
and when Ms. Nora was forced to surface on the record as the Trustee, as
predicted, the Nevada District Judge wanted nothing more to do with the case and
before dismissing, entered monetary sanctions against all of them.
155. Ms. Nora then placed Mr. Harkey's trust in bankruptcy ("The Harkey

Operating Trust") while appealing the dismissal by the Nevada Court, which
in
bankruptcy was incorrectly filed by Ms. Nora in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court
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Minnesota, then transferred to the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Nevada. She was not
capable of doing anything correctly.
156. The bankruptcy case was opposed by the IRS as could be expected and

eventually dismissed with no discharge.

157.I was contacted by the Trust's bankruptcy attorney, Mr. Edstrom, who
informed me that Ms. Nora had the Trust file a claim against me for the return of

all ofMr.

Harkey's paid retainer fees based on allegations from Mr. Kern, not from

Mr. Harkey.
158. Whereupon,

I explained the situation to Mr. Edstrom and although Mr.

Harkey's Trust (who was never my client) was now the Debtor according to Mr.
Edstrom

in

federal bankruptcy court and

I had been contacted by an official

bankruptcy attomey not a part of Ms. Nora's and Mr. Kern's fraud,

I provided

a

complete written accounting showing way in excess of what I had been paid as Mr.

Harkey had never added his promised additional funds, supre, and that was the end
of the matter, or so I thought.
159.

My accounting was never challenged in the Harkey Operating Trust

Bankruptcy, and all appeals from the Nevada dismissal rejected, and Ms. Nora's
suspension from the practice of law by her State's disciplinary agency became final

by order of its State Supreme Court which increased the duration of her suspension

even beyond that recommended by the earlier reviewing panel,
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judicial notice. And that was without those licensing authorities knowing of her
Harkey ethical fraudulent misdoings'
chosen,
160. The ODC meanwhile received a complaint from Ms. Nora's

provide Mr. Harkey
discredited local counsel, Mr. Kern, accusing me of failing to
me not to do so
with a written accounting, even though Mr. Harkey had instructed

in writing during his representation.
by the ODC,
161. When the Kem complaint was first called to my attention
there
Ms. Preece, then Assistant Disciplinary counsel, no longer thereafter

as

to her planned
usual, had already made up her mind to add the Harkey matter
in writing to
Petition for Discipline against me momentarily being filed, refusing
of the Disciplinary
meet with me until the Kem matter was submitted to a Member
Board for prosecution, contrary to Board Rules'
162. The ODC chose to take

Mr. Kern's testimony by telephone at the

hearing, whose testimony regarding my representation of
complete hearsay, the

Mr' Harkey was all

oDc making no attempt to call Mr. Harkey as a witness

the charges only so
even by telephone, ignoring the fact that Mr. Kern had brought

Mr. Harkey,
he could self-servingly be paid his fees. I repeatedly tried to contact
but received no rePlY.
163.

Mr. Kern meanwhile was unable to testiff with personal knowledge

producing no evidence
regarding any of his or the ODC's charges against me,
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whatsoever that Mr. Harkey had any claims or any objections or any beef of any
sort with me, or that Mr. Harkey had so instructed him to do so at the hearing:
164. E.g.: (a) Mr. Kern, with respect to the requirements of Hawaii Rules

of

professional Conduct (HRPC) Rule 1.15(d), had no personal knowledge of what

the agreement had been between Mr. Harkey and me regarding accounting for
hours and costs, (b) Mr. Kern, with respect to HRPC Rule 1.15(c), had no personal

knowledge of deposits made by Mr. Harkey into my client trust account, which
happened to be two direct wire transfers into my client trust account, wired by

others, (c) Mr. Kern, with respect to the requirements of the Hawaii Rules of
professional Conduct (HRPC) Rule 1.15(d), had no personal knowledge of notices
given to Mr. Harkey by me concerning the disbursement of funds from my Client
Trust Account, and (d) Mr. Kern, with respect to the requirements of HRPC Rule

l.a(aX3) (misquoted by the ODC in its Amended Petition), had no personal
knowledge of how I had or had not kept Mr. Harkey informed.

165. Mr. Kern's unsupported hearsay testimony lacking foundation was
moreover completely contradicted

by me and by my voluminous

supporting

documentation in thousands of pages evidence to the contrary, including evidence

of Mr. Kern's attempted and rejected fraud on the Nevada Court, but nevertheless
the ODC's findings of fact adopted every factually contradicted statement made by

Mr. Kern at the hearings, and despite the fact that I was bound by HRCP Rule 3.3
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on the Nevada
not to aid Mr. Kern in his and Ms. Nora's waging of their fraud
Court
Paragraph 82
166. And finally, as already documented above, although

of

petition claims in each that on November 1,2016, my
the petition and Amended
answers to the Kern changes were supposedly

o'overdue," repeated as one of the

no less, I
Hawaii Supreme court's elroneous findings supporting disbarment
the testiffing
proved at the hearing that that conclusion was false, embarrassing
ODC investigator at the time, as explained above'
167. Onesurely could hardly imagine an

ln re Kranler

due process violation

more egregious than that.

The Fifth False Finding: The Andia Misappropriation Accusation
168. The

fifth finding

against me

,,Respondent by signing the names

of

by the Hawaii Supreme Courl was that

his crients, without their permission,

in

the

made out to them alone and
endorsement section of a $.,32,000.00 settlement check

depositing

it in

his client trust account thereby gained control over tltose funds'"

Andia Case, Order, Page 2.

The truth is that
169. This is another false finding belied by the record.
claiming it was all his,
although at first Mr. Andia demanded the entire $132,000,
the Andias, but by
not all of the $132,000 settlement funds were actually owned by

full written disclosure
me, and I never gained control of those funds that were with
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funds, and wholly with
deposited in my client Trust Account instead as disputed

with disputed funds, and
the approval of two bank officers as I was required to do
Trust Account until
the disputed funds were never removed from my client
instructed to do so admittedly by the clients;

so

in fact once they agreed on the

funds as eamed.
distribution of the funds, I was ethically requiredto remove those

Mr. Andia later had
170. In fact, almost all of the withheld settlement funds
as did the Board and even
under oath to concede, as did the Hearing officer and

as

to me. Mr. Andia
did the Hawaii Supreme court eventually, that thev belonsed
which
however tried to walk away with the entire settlement amount,
documented for the

I fully

oDC investigator in an "Evidence Book" submitted to the

oDc well in advance of my even being charged,

see Evidence 58 (Docs. Nos.

its original indexed form' with
1g7-199, et seq,),now re-submitted to this Court in
demonstrating intact
virtually all of my documentation going unchallenged below,

how maliciously

I was targeted with no interest in considering any exculpatory

facts whatsoever in my defense.

I

want this Court have that entire earlier Andia

that all of my
Evidence Book because it is critical for this Court to understand
the hearings before
Andia factual averments were fully documented before even

and the Board and the
the Hearing Officer took place, yet the Hearing Officer
not even mentioning
Hawaii supreme court ignored all of those factual defenses,
any of them in its disbarment order'
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l7l.

Thus, of the $132,000,570,297.13 was immediately paid to the Andias

by me once the Bank of America settlement check written on a Rhode Island Bank

cleared my First Hawaiian Bank Client Trust Account, including $8,000.00
otherwise

by signed written retainer agreement conditionally

retained

by

me

replenishing the Andias' retainer account, and also immediately the $8,000,00 was

also paid to the Andias when my services were terminated by the Andias,
Evidence 58 (Al).
172. First the ownership of the remaining $61,702,87 retained was initially

disputed, Mr. Andia claiming the entire $61,702.87 as his, pursuant to a claimed
,,flat fee,' agreement, Evidence 58

(Ll3 &

16, P19). That argument was eventually

rejected by Hearing Officer Hughes and by the Hawaii Supreme Court which
nowhere appears in the in the Hearing Officer's Report or in Court's disbarment
order.

173. The settlement check was supposed to have been made out to the

Andias and the Dubin Law Offices, as the Bank of America had requested and
been provided with my law firm's W-9 IRS clearance form, and

I

as well as the

Andias assumed in writing legal obligations within the settlement agreement, but
when the settlement check arrived it was mistakenly made payable to the Andias
alone, Evidence 58 (C2 & F6). That came as a complete surprise to me.
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174.

I immediately consulted with officers of First Hawaiian

Bank (FHB)

who had to approve any third-party check being deposited, and they suggested

if I

deposit into the
signed the Andias'names, with his initials, they would approve the

trust account. FHB for instance clearly initialed its approval on the settlement
check for the deposit, Evidence 58 (S25).

I7S. Accordingly,

I

initialed the back of the check as the Bank had

instructed, and Bank officers initialed the front, hardly an attempt to defraud
Account until
anyone, the disputed funds remaining untouched in my Client Trust
cleared by the Bank

in the normal course and the distribution of the

settlement

funds was agreed to by the Andias, Evidence 58 (O18, 20,2I).
and
176. Thei r $70,29j.13 was immediately paid to the Andia once cleared

thereafter upon
an additional $g,000.00 retainer retained paid to them immediately
discharging me, Evidence 53 (Q20, 21)'

I77.

lt is erroneous to say that I had control over the monies, as every

is bound by
attomey as well as monies held in client trust accounts everywhere
monies left the
Court Rules, and it is conceded that none of the remaining, disputed

Evidence
client trust account until I met with Mr. Andia to discuss the distribution,
s8 (Q20, 21).

178. During that meeting, Mr. Andia disputed only $19,885.00

of

the

Associates' charges, which
$6L,702,g7, andafter being explained the basis for the
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early
he approved (and later admitted in writing that he had fully approved at that

Law
meeting), and only then was the remaining $61 ,702.87 disbursed to the Dubin
Offices, Evidence 58 (N16).

l7g. Every Hawaii Rule of Professional Conduct was adhered to. All
only
disputed funds were placed safely in my client trust account, and the funds

removed and were required

to be removed when the clients

approved the

have
distribution. Indeed it would have been a violation of our ethical Rules not to

(N16, Q20 &21,
removed those earned funds after Mr. Andia agreed, Evidence 53

w3l).
1g0. More than a full month later,Mr. Andia changed his mind, whereupon

I

was
immediately offered to put the $19,g95.00 that Mr. Andia, reneging, claimed

his, immediately back into his client trust account, but Mr. Andia refused the offer,
Evidence 58 (EE35).

lgl. I also offered to enter into Bar fee mediation or Bar fee arbitration. Mr.
me
Andia refused that offer as well, instead threatening First Hawaiian Bank and

with lawsuits, Evidence 58 (Jl

lg2. Filing two

l,

12, 16 & 17, BB30 , CC32)'

separate lawsuits: First Hawaiian Bank sought assistance

and exoneration in First circuit court, Judge chang presiding. And

I separately

presiding.
sought assistance and exoneration in First Circuit Court, Judge Crandall

Both state Judges formerly issued orders to the Andias to show up in their
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up
courtrooms, ordered served on them personally. But the Andias refused to show
before either judge to explain their position, Evidence 58 (T23' BB30).

lg3. Even the Hearing Officer and the Board both ultimately agreed
not
that the $61,702,8T was correctly disputed by me and that the Andias were

entitled to the entire amount, justi$ing considering the funds to be "disputed
funds" pursuant to the Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct, supra (see, e.g.,
Evidence 29 for the Court's disbarment order not requiring the return of the vast
majority

of

those funds to the Andias, with the balance still disputed by me). And

since the Andias had at first agreed to the disbursement to me of all $61 ,702.87,

ordering me to pay that amount to the Andias, which

I then did under protest,

jury, there being no
denied me my state fact finding constitutional right to trial by
such procedure allowed

in Hawaii,

another major

In re Kramer due process

violation, see:
a.

Article I, Section 4, Hawaii State Constitution, entitled "Due Process and

Equal protection": "No person shall be denied life, liberty or property without due
process of law . . . nor be denied the enjoyment of the personos

b. Rule 38(a), Hawaii Rules of Civil Procedure, entitled
,,The right of trial by

jury

civil liberties."
o'Jury trial of

right":

as given by the Constitution or a statute of the State or

the United States shall be preserved to the parties inviolate."
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law, where
c. Article VII, United States Constitution: "In suits at common

right of trial by jury shall
the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the
be preserved."

claims that
d. In contested attorney disciplinary proceedings where a client

it has been held,
the attorney has not returned client monies held by the attorney,
jury on disputed contract claims
for instance, that the attorney is entitled to trial by
over ownership of the disputed funds, Nichols v. Little,
301t71

(lgl$:,,the

Il2

Ark' 213, 165 S'W'

jury
attorney charged with improper conduct is entitled to a

trial."
and fuIl
1g4. These are the simple material facts of contested ownership
professional conduct by me, contradicting
compliance with the Hawaii Rules of
the disputed funds.
the above concrusory finding that I exercised control over
as our courts are
185. Neither I nor any other attorney can please every client

in the atea of
the decision makers in such cases, which is especially true
foreclosure defense trying

to

save homes, which traditionally understandably

who may suffer from
generates enormous personal stress for affected homeowners'
attorneys as well
lender abuses or who instinctively may and often do blame their
as their judge

if they lose their foreclosure

case, Evidence 58

(X26)'

firm which
186. This has created occasional grief not only for my law
also,
pioneered foreclosure defense in Hawaii, but for Hawaii trial courts
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end of her term
evidenced by Foreclosure Judge Blondin in Honolulu at the

as

in her courtroom,
foreclosure judge having had to require an armed deputy sheriff

two armed
and Judg e Cardoza on Maui before retiring occasionally requiring
in Honolulu
deputy sheriffs in attendance in his courtroom, and Judge Castagnetti
armed deputy
having to stop proceedings in her courtroom in one case to summon

sheriffi to eject a yelling homeowner from her courtroom (firsthand

personal

knowledge).
Internet the
1g7. The Hawaii Supreme Court also has not escaped on the
calling its Justices part
irresponsible wrath of some foreclosed homeowners either,

of ,,the mob,, and similarly irresponsibly trashing their attorneys including

me,

Evidence 59 (Doc, 27lB'2748 &275F)'

lgg. No wonder then that foreclosure defense attorneys as well

as

regulatory complaints
foreclosure attorneys on the other side generate the most Bar
nationwide through no fault of their own'
legal system, or
1g9. Clients are often confused by the inner-workings of the

conclude that their judges are biased

in favor of

lenders, and some foreclosure

against their
defense clients are simply dishonest, believing that by complaining
defense attorneys they

will

get their monies or their homes back'

190. The Andias, who won a huge settlement from the Bank
were clearly of the latter kind. Few

if any clients of mine would
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a six-figure settlement from the Bank of America just on their counterclaim alone,

plus attractive loan modification offers from their first mortgage holder, after not
paying their mortgage for more than a decade and not even paying their lawyers

for nearly four years of court work as in the Andias' situation, but having an
irresponsible attorney disciplinary agency

to

complain

to can make all

the

difference

l9l.
attorney,

it

And when the ODC gets a complaint against a foreclosure

defense

begins a feeding frenzy, with a Neanderthal mindset contrary to the

reality, as shown in my proceedings.

Ig2. Foreclosure defense also is not a lucrative calling. my law firm
routinely charges an initial retainer for foreclosure defense clients, most of whom
thereafter are frequently unable to pay such as the Andias claimed, as the cases can

continue for years, turning cases into pro bono efforts, yet my law firm unlike
many others, never withdraws from a case for nonpayment, being paid only if there
is a settlement, as in the Andias' case, unless of course the client is dishonest.
193.

Mr. and Ms. Andia became my clients on or about February 17,2012,

signing a retainer agreement for $16,500. They had not paid their mortgage for
several years and were in the process of being sued for foreclosure and eviction.

Their first retainer check was dishonored by their local bank, Evidence 58 (AA29).
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194.

Aftermy initial meeting with the Andias, I participated only initially in

their case, researching and preparing a litigation plan and for nearly four
thereafter

I had absolutely no contact whatsoever with the Andias until

years

the dispute

by Associates in my
described below arose, their case being exclusively conducted
and case
law firm, the Associates being responsible for keeping track of their hours

hearings, and
costs, billing the clients, preparing court documents, attending

communicating with the clients and opposing counsel, whereas
Associate would handle the trial,
195. Although

I or a Senior

if any, as lead trial counsel'

I am a sole proprietor,I

have not been a sole practitionet,my

is
law firm handling hundreds of case at a time, for which many cases an Associate

assigned

full responsibility. I have had full responsibility for my own assigned

cases only. That is how law firms work. Nevertheless,

I was vicariously found

informed,
ethically responsible, for instance, of not supposedly keeping the Andias
they
including billing them, although not only having no money according to them
that they
never asked for any of that information, nor Mr. Andia every testiffing
they
did ask, whereas all of that was not even my personal responsibility had
asked.

196. The Andias' representation consisted of defending against foreclosure

and eventually the Associates

in charge of their case at their request filed

counterclaim, which additional work including suing the Bank

B8

a

of America
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however was not a part of their written retainer agreement nor covered by their

initial retainer.
197. Throughout their representation, the Andias reportedly continued to
state that they were unable to pay for their legal representation further.

My law

firm, however, continued to represent them at considerable additional expense not
contemplated at the time of retention and not a part of their written legal services
agreement, what amounted to a forced contingency arrangement.

198. Almost four years later, my law firm, while managing to keep the

Andias in their home

at great savings for them otherwise in rental

payments

estimated to be a savings of more than $120,000, and without their paying their

mortgage or property taxes
$240,000,

or hazard insurance estimated to be a savings of

ild without their paying my law firm further for almost four years

saving more than $60,000, the Bank

of America, not the Plaintiff in their

foreclosure case but a Counterclaim Defendant, offered to settle for a dismissal

alone of the Andia Counterclaim against

it, while the foreclosure

case was to

continue with a likely very attractive loan modification settlement however also in
the works.

lgg. It took negotiations lasting almost a year, including a

sustained

mediation effort, before the settlement was finalized by my Associates, who
neglected

to inform me about all of the extra work done, regarding the
89
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court Justice
counterclaim, on the Mediation before retired Hawaii supreme
Duffy, or on the Settlement until agreed upon, Evidence 58 (228)'

to pay
200. The settlement as negotiated required the Bank of America
fees and costs in exchange for
$132,000, which included the Andias' attorneys'

a

be made payable to the
dismissal of the counterclaim, with the settlement check to

is standard
Andias and to my law firm, the Dubin Law Offices, iointly, which
settlement procedure in Hawaii lawsuit settlements,

20I.ltwas

if not everywhere'

in
and is also standard procedure everywhere, expressly reserved

I had an attomey's lien
the Andias,written retainer agreement atParagraph 16, that
interest in settlement
covering settlement proceeds giving me a lawful ownership
proceeds in the case, Evidence 58 (813):

Attorney's Lien. You hereby grant us a lien on your claims or
and
causes of action which are the subject of our representation,
on any recovery or settlement thereof, for any sums owed us
during or after our representation'
by
202. Accordingly, local counsel for the Bank of America' as documented

by me before its
email, requested IRS W-9 forms signed by both the Andias and
and
settlement check would be released, which both the Andias

I thus signed and

returned to opposing counsel, Evidence 58 (C2,F6)'
burdens on
203. The settlement agreement itself placed specific contractual
terms, and the
my law firm as consideration for his agreement to certain settlement

to opposing parties and
standard policy of having settlement funds made payable
90
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not subsequently
their attorneys is also specifically so that opposing counsel does
(C2)'
seek fees and costs in court, Evidence 58

204. When the settlement check was received

by my office, it

was

Andias only'
mistakenly made payable by the Bank of America to the

205.

I was informed by the Associate in my office at that time, Richard

litigation taking over from
Forrester, who was in charge of the Andias' foreclosure

Associate Andrew

Goff who had negotiated the

settlement regarding the

all of the settlement
counterclaim, that Mr. Andia for the first time was demanding

me' no matter how
monies supposedly having had a "flat fee" agreement with
costs were incurred,
much legal work had to be done and no matter how much
according to Mr. Andia, Evidence 53
206.

I

(Ll3'

discussed the payee mistake

15)'

with officers at First Hawaiian Bank

rg12, and it was agreed to
where my client Trust Account has been rocated since

that
avoid having to return the check and the accompanying delays,

I

would

Account at FHB where they
deposit the disputed funds in my attorney client Trust

is what happened
would remain until the matter was mutually resolved. And that
and that is what

I did to the prejudice of no one, including not involving the Bank

Evidence 58 (526)'
of America needlessly in any dispute regarding its negligence,
who initialed the
21: .Thedeposit was approved by the Bank and its officers
settlement check allowing

it to be deposited, otherwise it could not be deposited,
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requiring only that

I sign the Andias' names and initials also. The check has the

two bank officers' initials which was a precondition for deposit into my Client
Trust Account, Evidence 53 (R24(C))'
20g.

I agreed, and as I had been similarly instructed to do by First Hawaiian

Bank private Banking Vice Presidents ever since 1982 when receiving two-party
settlement checks,

I deposited the settlement check, writing the names of the

First
Andias followed by their initials as required by First Hawaiian Bank, with
check
Hawaiian Bank afterwards approving the deposit by initialing the settlement
also as a

ibid.

209. Obviously, the disputed funds were to be kept in my Client Trust
First
Account and not released until the dispute was resolved, which is what I and

Hawaiian Bank intended and what

I

did until the Andias approved of

the

then
distribution of the funds , infra, as they subsequently did, the ethical rules

that
considering the funds approved for release as "earned," and requiring
remove all earned funds into my possession.

I

also

I was therefore caught between two

conflicting ethical rules, not exactly consistent with an ex post facto retroactive
finding under this court's In re Kramer

as grounds

for disbarment.

210. previously, again for about four years,

I

had had no contact with the

status of
Andias whatsoevero and the responsibility to keep them informed of the

of
their foreclosure case and their fees and costs was entirely the responsibility
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assigned Associates

in my offrce; moreover the Andias had never complained

to

or the Bank
me even once about anything having to do with their foreclosure case

of America settlement or

about having

a flat fee agreement until after the

settlement check sent to my office was in the process of arriving'

211. Upon my depositing the disputed settlement check in my attorney

client Trust Account as required by appliable ethical rules, which

I

did, I

to Mr.
confirmed with Mr. Goff and with Mr. Forrester that they had explained
fee" basis,
Andia during his representation that his case was not accepted on a "flat

as they both testified at the hearings, providing him

with a copy of his signed

Evidence 58
retainer agreement showing that the "flat fee" box was not checked,

(L12,

15, supra), and after

Mr. Andia by email withdrew his flat fee allegation

hearing on the
after both Associates had so informed him, he raised it again at the

seemingly biased coaching

of the prosecutor, the transcript showing that even

Evidence
Hearing officer Hughes practically put the words in Mr. Andia's mouth,

how much
60 (Doc. No. 3, DBF 47, pp. 705, et. seq.), arguing that no matter
done for
litigation would be involved he assume that all required work would be
the contrary and
his initial retainer despite the wording of the retainer agreement to

its costs,
his admission at the hearing that he had no knowledge of litigation or
however
inexplicably transforming at best his claim to one of breach of contract
non-credible into an ethical basis for disbarment'
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2lZ. I had timely written and informed the Andias of the deposit into my
attorney client trust account and their responsibility

for fees and costs while

awaiting the settlement funds to clear, also providing them with an invoice for the

total charges from 2012 through 2AI5 in the amount of $78,202.87 , and enclosed a
retainer
check for the balance due the Andias, crediting the Andias with their initial
payment after their first check bounce
213.
spent by

din20l2, Evidence 58 (Al)'

I however did not charge the Andias for the more than a dozen

hours

Mr. Goff in successful mediation efforts for the Andias which ironically

join the Attorney
resulted in the settlement, as Mr. Goff had left the law firm to
58
General's Office without leaving any billing records for those hours, Evidence

(228).

2l4.Mr. Forrester advised me that Mr. Andia's motivation

was that he was

to
anxious to hide the funds from his former wife and the State of Hawaii, wanting

keep the funds from appearing

in my office banking records in his name if

possible, since he was behind in child support payments, whereas to the contrary

first
settlement funds would normally be deposited in attorney client trust accounts
58
and be fully discoverable in the event of a child support court dispute, Evidence

(D3 & s).
ZtS. Of course, my law firm could not agree to facilitate a fraud upon the
the
State, and refused, which greatly upset Mr. Andia, and appears to have been
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immediate, real reason for his anger,losing the ability of having the entire check
a
somehow having a better chance for those funds to disappear without leaving

discoverable paper trail through my Client Trust Account.
216. Mr. Andia was invited by me to meet to discuss the distribution of the

settlement funds deposited in my Client Trust Account, specifically the amount
payable to the Andias, after Mr. Andia voiced objection, and at the meeting solely

which
challenged the billing rates of my Associates, Messrs. Goff and Forrester,
amounted to a relatively minor $19,885.00 dispute'

217, Mr. Andia met me at my office clean shaven and dressed in a business

with
suit to discuss the distribution of the settlement funds in question, consistent
his statements to me and at the hearings concerning the many companies he has

owned and his management experience, his explaining for example at the
with
beginning of the meeting that he, Mr. Andia, was a successful businessman
his own new photography company. At the later hearing before Hearing Officer
ngged
Hughes, however, well-rehearsed by the oDC, he appeared unshaven with
clothing and with a carefully staged homeless look, straight from a Hollywood
casting agency, no doubt at the suggestion of the prosecutor.

2lg. I explained to Mr. Andia the Associates'billing

rates at our meeting in

my office based on the Associates superior performance and successful result
specifically as the term "reasonable" fee

95
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professional Conduct, and again showed

Mr. Andia a copy of the retainer

was not based on a "flat fee,"
agreement he signed showing that the representation

past four unpaid vesr$,
but on the fees and costs incurred in his case durinq the
year-long mediation
although the Andias were not even charged for the extensive

effort that resulted in the settlement fund, as explained supra.
work that my
21g. rexplained to Mr. Andia specifically all of the successful
them in their home
law firm had achieved for Mr. Andia and for his wife, keeping

just on the Counterclaim
since 2012 and securing for them a six-figure victory
retainer agreement, against
alone which was moreover outside of the scope of their

without my being paid for
a company that had not even sued them for foreclosure'
they would have owed
that work, and that based on a contingency fee arrangement
me that much or more.

220. Further, at the hearing

I explained to Mr. Andia that Messrs' Goff

and

prior fee and cost statement
Forrester apparently never provided the Andias with a
because as provided

in the retainer agfeement they never asked for one, and most

he had no more money
importantly that Mr. Andia kept telling the Associates that

law firm continued to
to pay the law firm for any funher work. Nevertheless, my
prospect of ever being paid unless
do the work for the Andias at the time with little

available, which was
the case courd be advantageousry settled and funds became
true in most

of

our pro bono cases' whether

96
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22l.Mr.Andia atthe conclusion of his meeting with me at my office

agreed

withdrew
that his proposed share of the distribution was reasonable and expressly
and he cashed
his $1g,gg5.00 objection that was based on Associate billing rates

his

$62,2

later
97.13 check payable from my client Trust Account a few days

refund check
which he had held onto for weeks, as well as cashing an $8,000'00
ahead, his also having
since refusing to replenish the retainer account for the work

cashed that additional Dubin's

client Trust Account check a week or so after

changing
cashing the $62,297,13 check, upon informing me that they were

their Plaintiff
attomeys in their foreclosure action which was still ongoing with
yet inconsistently
lender, although their Counterclaim was no longer in the case,
his
the Andias formally opposed in writing my withdrawal thereafter causing

his arguments,
foreclosure judge, Judge Ayabe, to permit my withdraw, rejecting
Evidence 53 (U0 &T23).
Z2Z. Upon Mr. Andia's disbursement agreement,

I -- then and only then --

of the disputed
having already immediately paid the Andias their uncontested share
standing with my
funds even before the settlement funds had cleaned due to my
and agreed by Mr'
bank, transferred the agreed upon additional $69,702'87, owing

to my
Andia payable to the Dubin Law Offices, from my Client Trust Account
Operating Account, suPra.
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223. Subsequently, in email correspondence with me, Mr. Andia voluntarily

meeting' you
admitted in writing that he had agreed to the distribution ("At our
gave me your explanation and

I

said fokay"' (emphasis added) , Evidence 58

(w31).
224.

Mr. Andia tried to explain away his consent to the

distribution, without which

agreed upon

I would never have removed from his client trust

agreed were for my
account those monies ($1g,gg5.00) that Mr. Andia had already
he was
law firm, Mr. Andia for the first time claiming that he only agreed because

check I wrote
afraid that otherwise I would stop payment on the separate $8,000.00

earlier letter,
beforehand and gave to him at our meeting, supra, as promised in my

until he said he
even though he waited months after cashing the $8,000.00 check
was encouraged by others for the first time to renege on his prior "okay''
agreement

to the distribution of the remaining

apparently rehearsed

disputed settlement funds,

by the ODC to offer that explanation at the disbarment

impartial
hearing, further at the hearing with the encouragement of the supposedly
Hearing officer Hughes, Evidence 61 (Doc. No. 47, pp. 868, et seq.).
you
Z25.lntruth, I had earlier assured Mr. Andia in writing that "If however
to
wish to replace us as your counsel, the $g,000 will be immediately released

you," Evidence 58 (A1).
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226. Additionally,

Mr. Andia's belated excuse for

agreeing

to

the

distribution was further belied by the fact that he and his wife had held onto the
first, much larger, $62,297.13 check for over a fulI week before cashing it with no
payment" had
such apparent worries, upon which of course inconsistently no "stop
been placed, Evidence 58 (24F).

ZZ7. Meanwhile, according to Mr. Andia, he decided to change his mind

during a Christmas party attended according to him by several attorneys, one who
Mr.
he named, none of whom ever consulted me for an explanation, and thereafter

Andia started to accuse me of "forgery" telling me he wanted to harm me and knew

how to do it, openly telling that to local counsel for the Bank of America, to
executive officers of First Hawaiian Bank, and to other local attorneys, including

filing a police report against me for forgery which was ignored by law enforcement
without even contacting me as not containing any of the elements of forgery,
particularly intent. Evidence 53 (H8 &8830)'

22t. Coincidentally, maybe, the list of Mr. Andia's past annual Christmas
party invitees emailed to me earlier by Mr. Andia shows that one of his sailing
buddy annual invitees, Jerry Mount, had been and remained an opposing client of

my law firm who lost a major case in the Hawaii Supreme Court in 2016, which
result probably did not make him very happy, 139 Haw. 167, 384 P'3d 1268
(201,6), Evidence 62 (documentary evidence against interest).
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foreclosure
229. Andalso coincidentally, when I withdrew from the Andias'
case, ironically over

Mr. Andia's inconsistent written objection, suprq nevertheless

attorney,
the withdrawal approved by Judge Ayabe, supra, that Hawaii
Hochberg, who

I had earlier successfully

James

sued for legal malpractice in First Circuit

had also won the
court before then circuit Judge Border, for a client for whom I
related ICA appeal,2L2 Haw. App.
suddenry appeared for

LEXIS 587,2012 wL 1951332 (2012),

Mr. and Ms. Andia, entering a

"special appearance" in

judicial notice), presumably
their foreclosure case, Evidence 63 (official docket,
contributing to
another of Mr. Andia's christmas party guests, adroitry unnamed,
his months' long, delayed, belayed change of mind'
230. In good faith, responding ethically,

I immediately upon learning of Mr'

to my Client Trust
Andia,s about face,offered to return the re-disputed $19,885.00

of the Hawaii
Account and to mediate or arbitrate the dispute under the auspices
acknowledged that he
state Bar Association, notwithstanding Mr. Andia's having

billing rates previously and
was given a fun explanation of the billing charges and
cashed both
had given to me his approval of the distribution and having thereafter

months earlier, supra'
the s62,2g7.r3 check and the $g,000.00 check given him

rely, Evidence 58
upon whose agreement as a binding contractl had a right to
(v34).
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231. Mr. Andia, however, again refused mediation or arbitration, warning in
a series of responsive emails that his intention was to harm my reputation and my

law license, and upon my disbarment,

I

was forced to pay the Andias

the

$19,gg5.00 over my objection -- a contract dispute, yet denied the United States
and Hawaii State Constitutional Right To Trial By Jury, as explained above.

232. Mr. Andia had been a difficult client from the beginning, according to

the firm's Associates working with him. Mr. Andia throughout the foreclosure
litigation was, for example, extremely hostile toward the legal system and to the
opposing parties and to their counsel, constantly using foul language in telephone
discussions and in his emails to my Associate attorneys, writing, for instance, that

he was "sick of being bullshitted" by his lender and accused respected opposing

Hawaii counsel pat McHenry of being "a dirt bag and a liar," Evidence 58 (X26)'
should this Court wonder why I became distrustful and upset with him. Mr. Andia
continued, for example, at the November 21,2017 hearing session before Hearing

Officer Hughes, page 856, when asked to explain that violent email, tore into yet
another, prior business attorney of his, in the process inadvertently confirming his

business experience, despite appearing for the hearing not only homeless and
unshaven, but self-staged in torn clothing

'- a complete fraud:

We got screwed - the "w'e" referring to my wife and I. "we got
screwed by - we got screwed over by a dirtbag attorney when we
sold our company and we took a huge loss. We are starting two
new compani-es and there is a lot of stress associated with all this,
101
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so the constant threat of our home being taken away and some
absolute snot-faced attomey McHenry making out like she is
doing us some sort of favor pisses me off." [erroneous question
*uG therein mistakenly inserted by the court reporter hired by
the ODCI

Z3i.. When the police refused

to

prosecute me

for forgery, Mr.

Andia

accused First Hawaiian Bank also of financial wrongdoing, threatening to sue First

Hawaiian Bank and me, which he however never did, causing First Hawaiian Bank

to file a lawsuit for its exoneration in the First Circuit Court, explained supra, and
alternatively my offering in court if ordered to put the disputed funds back into my

Client Trust Account (which

I initially agreed to do, but it was Mr. Andia who

refused, supra), and causing me also to

file my own separate lawsuit in First

Circuit Court, supro, to have my deposit of the settlement funds initially placed
into my Client Trust Account to be approved by that Court.
234.

My lawsuit, assigned to Judge Crandall, was heard first. Again,

the

Andias, aware of the first hearing scheduled before Judge Crandall, did not even
show up. Judge Crandall, a very thorough judge, now retired, again

it

cannot be

over-emphasized wanted nevertheless to hear from the Andias, giving them their

day in court, and issued an order to show cause to each of them which was served
personally on both of them to appear at the next hearing before her, stating their
objections,

if

any, to my deposit of the settlement check into my Client Trust
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Account and to pled their case. if any. against me and First Hawaiian Bank,
Evidence 58 (T23).
235.

But neither Mr. Andia nor Ms. Andia,

server, bothered

each duly served by a process

to even show up at the next hearing to which they had been

formally served with an OSC, subpoenaed by Judge Crandall to attend, and court
approval for the release of my portion of the settlement funds went uncontested.

236. First Hawaiian Bank's lawsuit, supre, was next heard before Judge
Chang. Again, the Andias, timely served by First Hawaiian Bank as plaintiff, did

not even show up at the first hearing before Judge Chang either, and First
Hawaiian Bank following Judge Crandall's ruling

in my case, requested to

withdraw its lawsuit before Judge Chang that sought to have the otherwise
disputed funds returned to my Client Trust Account

if FHB had in any way by its

two executive officers having initialed and approved the deposit of the settlement
check wrongfully, upon which request Judge Chang dismissed the case, the Andias
again refusing to show up in his court after being summoned to do so, ibid,
23?. First Hawaiian Bank and

I filed joint positions that neither did anything

wrong. Judges Crandall, Chang, and Ayabe (their foreclosure judge, supra), all
three not taking the Andias seriously.

Z3B. The Andias' stale claim, also rejected

by the Honolulu Police

Department and by First Hawaiian Bank and by me, and their failing to even show
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up in two First Circuit Court courtrooms before two separate judges, one of whom

had them additionally served with an Order To Show Cause and with formal
subpoenas compelling

their attendance, the Andias next filed their forgery

grievance with the ODC, whose personnel not only lack investigative training or

judicial training nor any problem solving expertise, but whose

unsupervised

personal personnel gotcha incentives historically have not placed a premium on

finding the truth, but upon advancing their careers.
2il9.

The ODC prosecutor drafted a self-serving hodgepodge of

irresponsible, blatantly unsupported and factually contradictory proposed findings

of fact (FOF) for consideration by Hearing Officer Hughes at the hearings, most of

which completely contradicted the dispositive documentation and supporting
testimony referenced above, Evidence 19, supra, for the documented truth was

as

follows:
240. The "flat fee" box was not checked by the Andias on their retainer
agreement (vs. FOF 66, 68); no attempt was made by me to represent that the

Andias had signed the back of the check, having to the contrary been initialed by

me instead and also initialed as approved by two executive officers of First
Hawaiian Bank (vs. FOF 91); none of those funds were withdrawn from my Client

Trust Account moreover or used in any way by anyone until the withdrawal and

the distribution of those funds were approved by the Andias, as subsequently
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(vs.
verified by Mr. Andia in his admission against interest in writing, supra
Prosecutor's and Board's adopted verbatim FOF 105).

241. Moreover, no substantive work, contrary to the

oDc

findings, was

after retention when
undertaken by me or any of my Associates until five months

continued to
the foreclosure complaint was finally served while the Associates
no money'
work on the case without more funds because the Andias said they had
was
planning to pay when the case settled (vs. FOFl02); an additional $8,000.00

retained expressly only

if

the Andias wanted my Associates to continue working

only because
on the foreclosure claims which would continue after the settlement
99, 120);
the Andias agreed to settle on the Counterclaim only (vs. FOF

I

never

client Trust
refused to put the Associates' disputed $19,885.00 back into my
funds Mr'
Account; months later after approving the distribution of the settlement

to maintain the
Andia simply reneged, whereupon in writing I offered immediately
instead to file a
status quo ante,but that offer was refused, Mr. Andia preferring

police report for forgery, subsequently rejected, and to threaten First Hawaiian
Mr. Andia
Bank who had approved the deposit, with suit, nor did I ever threaten

for all of the
with additional charges, only mentioning he was not even charged
work (vs. FOF 111).
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Z4Z. Even more revealing are the material facts that were completely
ignored by the ODC prosecutor in his draft of the proposed findings, nevertheless
rubber-stamped by Hearing Officer Hughes and subsequently by the Board:
243. E.g.: there is no mention

of the undisputed fact of the two lawsuits,

brought respectively separately by me and by First Hawaiian Bank, supra, in
which when asked by both presiding Judges to explain their positions regarding the
money deposited in my Client Trust Account and whether those monies should be
returned to the Client Trust Account and given to the Andias, they refused to even
show up in court in either case; there is no mention of the fact that the Dubin Law

Offices had represented them in their foreclosure case for almost half a decade
defending against foreclosure and prosecuting their counterclaim to the point
where the Bank of America settled for $132,000.00, hardly the usual achievement

in a foreclosure case, after their not having paid their mortgage or a penny for
attorney,s fees or costs since February 2012; there is no mention of the fact that

after having approved the distribution of the settlement funds according to Mr.

Andia, the Andias waited months before suddenly deciding to accuse me of
forgery; there is no mention of the fact that after the Andias suddenly reneged on

their earlier acceptance of the final distribution of the settlement funds and cried
,,forgery,', I offered to put the Associates' disputed $19,885.00 back into my Client

Trust Account, offering the alternative of Hawaii Bar mediation or arbitration,
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which offers were refused by Mr. Andia, and no mention funher in the supposed
findings of fact that two executive officers of First Hawaiian Bank approvingly
initialed the deposit also or the check could not have been initially so deposited.

244.My conduct was without any intention to act contrary to the wishes of
the clients and was in conformity with and mandated by the written requirements

of the Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct in the treatment of earned fees (when
approved by the clients), just more unchallenged evidence of the abuse in my

In
disbarment proceedings of the due process standards of this Court as set forth in
!g Kramer, supra.

245. The ownership interests

of both the clients and mine were fully

protected after the Bank of America, mailing the settlement check to my office, the

Bank having made a mistake in not making it jointly payable as the Settlement
Agreement by its terms provided for bargained for performances by both me and

my clients, and all of that after Mr. Andia at first insisted in bad faith that he had
no obligation to pay me anything at all claiming he and his wife had a'oflat fee'
in its
agreement, which contention was even ignored by the Hawaii Supreme Court
disbarment findings.

246. The check was deposited in my Client Trust Account and kept there

until its distribution was agreed upon with the Andias, pursuant to the directives
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contained in the Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct (HRPC), Rule l.l5(e), its
own Ethical Rules:
When in the course of representation a lawyer is in possession of
property in which two or more persons (one of whom may be the
i.*V"O claims interests, the property shall be kept separate by
the lawyer until the dispute is resolved. Disputed client funds
shall be kept in a client trust account until the dispute is resolved.

247. And my being bound by the balance of that same Rule 1.15(e) above,
after Mr. Andia approved the distribution, including the funds to be paid to me,
that Ethical Rule mandated that the funds then approved as mine by Mr. Andia,
supra,be immediately removed by me from the Client Trust Account which I then
did, just another example of how the Hawaii Supreme Court unfair retroactively
sought to disbar me based on something

I was ethically obliged to do, again under

its own Ethical Rules:
The lawyer shall promptly distribute all portions of the property
as to which the interests are not in dispute'
Not to have done so at that time would have been a clear HRPC ethical violation.

248. Additionally, the ODC prosecutor contended that my published billing
rates were departed from

in Andias' case. Yet nowhere in the HRPC is there a

single mention of the "billable hour" as controlling what clients are billed, that
phraseology not even found therein once, and the Andias' retainer agreement

specified fees "were subject to periodic increases," Evidence 58 (K13, N16 &

u13).
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249. Furtherrnore,

it was not me, but the Associates working on the case

who for almost four years were responsible for communicating with the Andias
and doing the billing, for
case whatsoever, the

5g (A1), yet

I

I did not even have any contact with

final invoice shows, from

12116112

until

the Andias or the

11106115, Evidence

was disbaned vicariously, another violation

of due process

prohibited by this Court's ln re Kramer opinion, supra. How many due process
violations are enough?
ZSA.

violations,

None

ild

of the Associates however were charged with any ethical

Mr. Forrester I was informed by the ODC was investigated by the

ODC and was even cleared of any wrongdoing, nor should any of them have been
charged, as everything was done with Mr. Andia's knowledge and consent.

ZSI. HRpC Rule 1.5(a) sets forth eight factors for determining

the

reasonableness of fees, not once mentioning "the billable hour," and notably some

of the factors can be applied onlv after and not before the legal serviees are first

rendered, stated depending, for instance, explicitly after the fact on "the time and
labor required," on "the novelty and difficulty of the questions involved," and on
"the results obtained: "

Rule

1.5.

FEES.

Reasonableness of Fee. A lawyer shall not make an
agreement for, charge, or collect an unreasonable fee or an
,rirruronable amounl for expenses. The factors to be considered
in determining the reasonableness of a fee include the following:

(a)
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(1)

the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of
the questions involved, and the skill requisite to perform
the legal service ProPerlY;

(2) the likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the
w'l precrude
"t*ent
fif:lHi'#l'

ffi:iffi;";il-T,

(3) the fee customarily charged in the locality for similar
legal services;

(4)theamountinvolvedandtheresultsobtained;

(5) the time limitations

imposed by the client or by the

circumstances;

(6) the nature and length of the professional

relationship

with the client;

(7)

the experience, reputation, lnd ability of the lawyer or
lawyers performing the services; and

(s)whetherthefeeisfixedorcontingent,andin
contingency fee cases the risk of no recovery and the
conscionability of the fee
client.

ZS2, Thatrepresents

in light of the net recovery to the

just another pronounced contradiction within Hawaii's

from the
judge-made rules, holding an attomey responsible for reasonable fees
of the lawyering afterwards
outset of a representation, yet stating that the outcome
in violation of In
is to be considered a part of the reasonableness of the fees, again
this court is also
re Kramer and the established space-time laws of physics which
bound to enforce.
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253. And who could argue with the results obtained for the Andias:
$132,000.00 for the winning of the Counterclaim alone after four years of unpaid

effort, whereas the Andias wanted to run away with all $132,000.00 for
themselves, a

skillful lawyering victory for which the Andias had paid virtually

nothing for four years in attorneys' fees and costs, not even for the mediation fees
o'flat
producing the settlement funds, claiming at first insincerely that they had a

fee," an absurd unsubstantiated argument which even the Hawaii Supreme Court
rejected, yet disbarred me for anyway.

254. The above unsupported, conclusory finding that

I

violated

a

disciplinary rule in the handling of a settlement check is directly contradicted by
the material record facts utterly ignored in its disbarment order or in its reasoning

by the Hawaii SuPreme Court.

The Sixth False Finding: The Andia Nondisclosure Accusation
255. The sixth finding against me by the Hawaii Supreme Court was that
,,Respondent

did not immediately inform the clients of the receipt of the check

when he learned

of it.

The invoice he subsequently issued

to the clients

on

November 7, 2015 was thef.rst billing statement or accol4nting since the inception

of

his representation

of them in February 2012 wlterein he asserted $69,702.87 in

hour for Associates
fees and costs owing, based upon an hourly rate of $385.00 an

on the case." Andia Case, Order, page2.
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I had
256. This additional conclusory ethical criticism is similarly not true.
years prior
no contact with the Andias or their case for approximately three or four

was the
to my office receiving the settlement check, that keeping them informed

responsibility of their assigned Associates, and that the Andias were immediately
paid all undisputed amounts as soon as the settlement check cleared and actually
Account, fully
even before that Rhode Island check cleared in my Client Trust
explained ad nauseam abave.

The Seventh False Finding: The Andia Overcharging Accusation
ZS:

. The seventh finding

against me by the Hawaii Supreme Court was that

per hour the rate
"That rate was unreasonable because it exceeded by $115'00
applied to one
agreed upon in the retainer agreement for Associates and was also
to practice
Associatefor work done at a time when that Associate was not licensed

law in this iurisdiction, " Andia Case, Order, page 2'
ZSg,

The Hawaii Supreme Court failed to apply the

"reasonableness"

Rule 1.5(a) of the
standard for judging the appropriateness of fees found in its own

of the
Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct, as explained supra, since some
legal
factors adding to hourly rates can only be applied after and not before

instance, on "the time and labor

services are first rendered, depending,

for

,'the novelty and difficulty
required,,, on

of the questions involved," and on "the

results obtained.,, Who would contend that being offered $132,000.00
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Counterclaimant who did not even sue, was not

remarkable achievement, especially

if one had not even paid attorneys'

costs to prosecute that Counterclaim for several years while

I

a

fees and

was paying two

Associates in six figure annually, including for that work during that time? There is

not a foreclosure defendant surely who would disagree with that settlement result.

259.ln Andias' situation, I had been paid nothing for the successful work on
the Counterclaim of my law firm for several years, finally the settlement ultimately

yielding $132,000.00

in settlement

funds, supra, which not only was a very

successful outcome challenging loan modification abuses, but

to this day an

unprecedented recovery for any Hawaii homeowner in foreclosure.

I know of none

and doubt there ever was such a large settlement achieved before in a foreclosure
case

without

a

trial.

260. Additionally, the Andias in those years while my law firm pursued their

Counterclaim

(l) saved a total of more than $420,000.00,

supra, not paying any

legal fees or having to pay alternatively for renting elsewhere, nor being burdened

with any mortgage payments or any real property tax or hazatd

insurance

obligations instead being paid by their lender, plus (2) escaped hundreds of
thousands

of dollars more in any deficiency judgment, while being offered

an

attractive loan modification terminating the foreclosure, all because of my law
firm.
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261. And all of this was reflected in the above questioned billing rates, for

that is the supposed test of the day, the "billable hour," notwithstanding that
nowhere in Rule 1.5(a) is the "billable hour" mentioned or anywhere for that matter
mentioned throughout the Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct. Nowhere.
262. When

I began the practice of law in

1964

in California, as in Hawaii,

there was no such mandatory thing as the "billable hour" or "hourly billable rates."
Instead, clients were billed after-the-fact as the Andias were at the first time that

they could puy, based upon the value of legal services, the risk of nonrecovery, and

results obtained, precisely as set forth in Rule 1.5(a), the century old language

which still comprises the ABA standards of reasonableness adopted in Hawaii by
that very Hawaii Supreme Court to this day which Court professes to also follow
the ABA disbarment standards such as intention in its disbarment order, supra.
263. The history of the application of the

ABA

standard of "reasonableness"

is thoroughly explained throughout the professional literature in an instructive
paper, for example, published in the 1977 University*of PennsJlvania LAw Review,

one of many justifuing my billing conduct in the Andias' case, set forth in
Evidence 64 fiudicial notice).

It would be one thing to say that an attorney's

interpretation of vague and ambiguous Rule 1.15(a), supr*, was wrong in some

way.

It is completely a different thing to disbar an attorney based on that

reasoning, and surely given all of the underlying facts set forth in Evidence 58 is
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clearly contrary to the due process requirements of this Court set forth in In re
Court
Kramer, supra,as well as the Lodestar factoring used by panels of this very
themselves, Evidence 58

(Kl3).

264.lndeed, perhaps the news travels more slowly to Hawaii, but a growing

in
majority of Mainland law firms have begun to deemphasize "the billable hour"
is
favor of what is now called preferred "value billing," which is precisely what

for which
suggested in the Hawaii Rules of Professional Conduct as "reasonable,"
I have nevertheless been disbaned, akin to a Salem witch burning trial.
265. No court should impose, especially by reciprocity, a professional death

penalty of disbarment on an attorney, especially at age 83, without a state supreme

court even applying and adhering to its own published "reasonableness" HRPC
standards.

266. Finally, as for Mr. Forrester, not only was he a Member of the Nevada

Bar
Bar before being employed by me, but he became a Member of the Hawaii

a

few months after he started working on the case at which time thereafter virtually

job or the
all of his billings on the Andia case occurred, and he did an incredible
Andias would have had nothing to fight over'
267

. Mr. Andia raised the same billing questions

at his meeting with me,

were
supra,shortly after the settlement check was received, all of which questions

fully answered and the answers were explained to Mr. Andia, and he admittedly
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fully

agreed

with the billing which he later acknowledged in written he had

explained and he had approved, supra,

it

been

can hardly be over emphasized, and it

direction
was only then upon Mr. Andia's admitted acceptance ("okay") and at his
Trust
that the disputed settlement funds othenvise sitting untouched in my Client
Ethical
Account were released as required by the Hawaii Supreme Court's own
Rule, Evidence 53 (K13,

Nl6 & W31).

268. There is moreover nothing in the record nor any finding by anyone
anywhere that Mr. Andia suffered from a mental or educational or language
him
disability or other handicap requiring a guardian to make those decisions for

and for his non-testiffing, otherwise subpoenaed, non-appearing wife, only
his own
numerous reference s) sl,tprs,to his many businesses and companies during
testimony.

The Eighth False Finding: The Andia Excessive Bilting Rate Accusation
that
269. The eighth finding against me by the Hawaii Supreme Court was

,,y[/e also

find the clients were never contacted or

amendment

of the agreed-upon rate. As a result,

consulted regarding an

Respondent overcltarged the

clients a minimum of $19,885.00." Andia case, order, page 2.

27A. Again,

I had no contact with the Andias for the approximately three

years leading up to the time my office was mailed and received the Bank of
yet
America settlement check and the settlement funds in the process of but not
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case Record shows,
cleared and hence not yet available for distribution, as the

but the
supra,which facts were not contested, and it was not my responsibility'
the ones solely in
responsibility of the Associates assigned to the Andias' case and
contact with him to keep him informed'
other than
271. And, if that was not done, and there is no contrary testimony

that from Mr. Andia, the "agreed-upon rate," notwithstanding Mr'

Andia's

fee" agreement only,
discredited insistence that there was to the contrary a "flat

billing rates were
was followed in the retainer agreement by the language that the
subject to Periodic change.

272. And,

in any event the amount billed according to Hawaii's own

not have been
prescribed standards of reasonableness after-the-fact, supra, could
clairvoyance (or am
determined until the results were known without possessing

I

the laws of physics'
to be accused of that as well?), and without contradicting
later that
273. And, most importantly, Mr. Andia himself admitted in writing

of the settlement
he ultimately agreed with the billings and the final distribution
Trust Account, lest the
funds when they still were remaining safely in my client
along with my
enforcement of the obligation of contract is also to be shredded

ability to earn a livelihood.
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My clients were Themselves Damaged Post-Disbarment
274. The Star Chamber-like, cavalier disbarment
discretion

of me with no non-

ary appeal according to the Hawaii District Court created a virtual

irrevocably train wreck, as it were, not only for me and for my family and for my
employees and for my vendors, as I lost all of my remaining Associates and almost

all of my remaining staff while operating on a fixed overhead with hardly

any

future income.

275.It has also been a total disaster as well for my many clients trapped in
approximately three hundred court cases

in various active stages of

litigation,

many of whom had invested in my expertise or had become dependent on my pro
bono assistance as have two clients with pending appeals in this Court, and who

were completely satisfied with my high ethics and successful performance for
them, and now find themselves without my legal counsel and few
replacement alternatives being provided

if

any competent

by a state legal system that talks about

,,Access To Justic e," yet shuts its doors so capriciously to competent counsel.

276. Summanzed by court, case name, and case number on the following
pages, which speaks for itself, is a

list of some of the ongoing state court

cases

alone in Hawaii at the time of my disbarment that were disrupted to the obviously

detriment of my clients as well, victimized as members of the general public,
materially harmed by my mindless disbarment which was supposedly ironically
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intended to protect the general public from me, a highty successful attorney, and

whose clients were nevertheless paradoxically and intentionally excluded from
participating in any of my disbarment proceedings:

277. First Circuit Court (Honolulu)

--

Bank of New York v. Burt Santos

Acidera, 1CCV-20-0000703; Timothy Roy James Pagan v. Betty Masuno et al.,
ICCV-20-0000579; Ounyoung v. Ocwen, lCCV-20-0000349; Jacques B. Garrett
v. AOAO Terrazza/Cortebella, 1CC191001594; Wilmington Savings Fund Society

v. Royd Allen Gano, 1CCI91001380; HSBC Bank USA N.A. v. Elmer Kuhiolani

Drew, 1CC191001304; Deutsche Bank Natl. Trust v. Edmund M. D. Calucag,
lCCl 91001254; Bank of New York Mellon v. Edwin Paet Eala, 1CCl91001251;
(IS Bank Natl. Association v. Kosta Slobodan Voinovich, 1CC191000832; Cit Bank

N.A. v. Stanley Manoa Jr, 1CC191000520; US Bank Natl. Association v. Karl
Kazuo Saiki,1ccl91000474; Wilmington Savings Fund Society v. Yvonne Nielsen,
1CC 1 81002090

;

Deutsche Bank

Natl. Trust v. RML Yee Spec Admin,

1CC181002036; CSMC Mortgage-Backed

v.

1CC181001969; Isabelo Pacpaco Domingo

Richard

v.

M.

Morgenstein Jr.,

Wlmington Savings Fund,

1CC181001561; Deutsche Bank National Trust

v.

Roger Lee Cundall,

Inc, v, Michael Mamoru Kinoshita.,
ICCI81001335; Deutsche Bank Natl. Trust v, Mark Anthony LunA,

l CC 1 81001360

;

CitiMortgage

lCCl81001254; US Bank Trust N.A. v. George Costa Jr., lCCl8l0012l9i Robert
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Louis santiago successor Trustee v. Ruth

K.

Tanaka, 1ccl8l00r22l; Title

Bank of New
Guaranty Escrow Services v. Mettife Home Loans, lCCl81000759;

york Meyon v. sterring

N. sirva, 1ccr8r000292;

Bank of New York Mellon as

New York Mellon v' David
Successor Trustee v. Mia Ban,lCCl81000084; Bank of
Cabuyadao
wqllace Howell,1cc171002l05 ; us Bank Natt. Association v. Marie

Butler,

lccl

M,
71002071; US Bank Natl. Association as Trustee v- Alexander

Ibarra, 1cc|71002020; Bank of America v. Gwen Aleio-Herring successor
Trustee, 1CC171001991

lcclll001g3g;

;

Deutsche Bank Trust

Deutsche

Co'

v' John Perreira Jr'

Bank Natl. Trust v. Loreen Director

Troxel,

lCCl 71001941; Bank of New York Mellon as Trustee v. Jody A, solbach,
D'
lCCl 7l00Igll; US Bank Natl. Association Successor Trustee v' David

Good.win., lccl7l001561

lccl7100l4g

l;

;

Santander Bank N.A.

witmington savings Fund v. Ralph

v. Haruyo Hayashikawa'

c soto Jr., rccr71001388;

Wilmington
Bank of America N.A. v. Constance May Magalong., lCC17l00l379;
Deutsche Bank
Trust Natr. Associatian v. Jarosraw Karpusiewicz, 1ccr71001385;

Nat[
Natl. Trust Company v. Rudy Villanueva, 1CC171001170; Deutsche Bank
Association v'
Trust Company v. Theresa Archer, lCCl71001 153; U.S. Bank Natl.
Rapoza
Emiliana R. Escalante, 1CC171000492; Bucks Financial LLC v. Raymond

Jr., 1CC16l0 02244; US Bank National Association v.

Saumani Toleafoa'

lcc1610 02246; Cit Bank National Association v. Antonio Aquino Grafilo,
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lccl 61002197; Lakeview Loan servicing LLC v,
lCCl

61002102; Rory

Bank Natt. Trust

Dorothy

v.

Antonio

A.

D. Ouo v. Patrick Allen Watts, 1CC161001820;

Rose

F. Murata,

M,

Woods, 1cc161001404; Bank of N.Y.

1CC161001145; Wilmington Trust N.A.

Grafilo,

Deutsche

Mellon v'

v' Michael J

Uyeda,
Butenbah, 1CC161001046; Deutsche Bank Natt. Trust Company v. Valerie

1CC161001025; l4retls Fargo Bank v. Jaroslaw Karpusiewicz, 1CC161000875;

Direct Capital Corp. v. Budget Color, 1CC161000767; l(ells Fargo Bank Natl,
Association v. Beau R. Champion, 1CC161000402; Arthur
Savage,lCCl61000412:

LIS

Lee

Jr' v' John

Bank National Assoeiation v. Myrna Tolbe Tumbaga',

1CCl61000015; Deutsche Bank

lCCl

E.

Natt. Trust Co. v. Javier Nevares,

1CCl51002142;
5100Z2ZI; Lasalle Bank Natl. Association v, Paul L Cotlins,

N'A' v'
Bank of New York Mellon v. Verna F. Carey, 1CC15 fiA2143; Cit Bank
Rachel

K

Kawahalqri, 1CC151002104; Bank N.Y. Mellon Trust Company

v.

Willig Jr"
Lenore Lyle Lannon, 1CC151001868; US Bank NA v. James Anthony
US
1CC151001 556; Bank of New York Mellon v. Stephen Laudig, 1CC151001533;

Bank
Bank Natl. Association v. Estate of Deogracias Andres, lCCl51001366;

of

Trust
N.y. Meilon v. Kenneth G. Hagmann, |CCl51001330; Deutsche Bank NatL

N.A' v'
company v. Darlene M. Schneider, 1ccl5l00l170; wells Fargo Bank
David wendelt Ellis, 1cc

ulep,

1CC151000833

;

1

5

1000953

; (IS Bank N.A.

v. Melecia Magsanide Tabuyo

HSBC Bank usA N.A.
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I CC

1

51000840;

US Bank Natl. Association v. Agripino P.

Bonilla,

1CCl51000788; (IS Bank Natl. Association v. Geri Hulon, lCCl51000769; HSBC

Bank USA, N.A. v. Anthony Tucker, Sr., 1CC151000657; Deutsche Bank NatL
Trust Company v. Margaret C, Rahr, 1CC151000574; Wells Fargo Bank N.A.

v.

Jonathan Behrendt, 1CC151000407; Wilmington Savings Fund Society v, Toru

Akehi, 1CC151000337; HSBC Bank USA N.A. v. Robert Michael
lCC

1

5

1000107

; Wells Fargo Bank N.A. v. Sa Tupulua, lCCls

I

Imes,

000083 ; Mariorie

Kuniyoshi v. Wayland Lum Construction Inc., 1CC141002478; Freedom Mortgage
Corp. v. Mario Roberto Portillo,1CC14100238l; Wells Fargo Bank N.A, v. David

A. S. Cordero,1CCl41 A02257; Viltages of Kapolei Association v. Craig

S. Landis,

lCC14l00206t; The Bank of N.Y. Mellon v. Brian Henry Ortiz, 1CC141001928;
Bank of New York Mellon v. Raymond D ArAncon,lCCl410A$97; Deutsche Bank

Natt. Trust Co. v. Joseph S. Sanchez, 1CCl410A$27; Deutsche Bank NatL Trust
Co. v. Mervin H. N. Ching,, 1CC1510011.86; Central Pacific Bankv. Lily Nomurs,

lcc1410 01176; Deutsche Bank Natt. Trust

co. v. David Ray Fullmer,

lCC1410 01126; Christian Sakal v. AOAO of Hawaiian Monarch, 1CC141001 I l8;
US Bank NatI. Association v. Bells Tsuneka Leigh,1CC141000722; US Bank Natl.

Association v. Daniel Joseph Spence, 1CC141000573; US Bank N.A. v. Justin
Ryan Kapono Fergerstrom, 1CCI41000382; US Bank Natl. Association v. Thomas

Yadao, lCCI4l000221 The Bank

of NY Mellon v.
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lccl3100338l; US Bank N.A. v. Robert Blaine Fernandez, 1CC131003361;
Karen Cogditl v. Angeline R Canlas, 1CC131003144; HSBC Bank USA Natl.
Association v. Luz Cui Bartolome, 1CC131003050; The Bank of New York Mellon

v. Dorthea L. Yaros, 1CC13rc02944; CitiBank N.A. v. Craig R. Knedler,
1CC131002820

;

Bank of New York Mellon v. Kekai DJ Quan Personal

Representative,lCCl 31A02571; Deutsche Bank Trust Co. Americas v. Michael A.

Botelo, 1CC131002378; AOAO

lccl3rcan64;

of

Century Center Inc.

v'

Young

Jin

An,

Puu Lani Ranch corp v. Daryle s. Nekoba, 1cc131002297;

Wells Fargo Bank Natl. Association v. Nicole K. Flores, 1CC13fi02278; First
Tennessee Bank

v. Darlene M. Schneider, 1cc131001586; Bank of New York

Mellon v. Roman Baptiste, 1cc131001157; Bank of N,Y. Mellon v. Gene

pudiquet, 1CC131001047; Hawaii National Bank
1CCI31000998; HSBC Bank

G.

v. Sutah Chirayunon,

usA N.A. v. Marina Sergeyevna Newby,

lCCl31000776; Federat Natt. Mortgage Association

v. Raynette L

Kau,

1CC131000733; Wells Fargo Bank N.A. v. Wayne Satoru Saito, 1CCl3I00A476;

Citibank N.A. v. Stan Christopher Popovich, 1CC131000161; US Bank N.A.

v.

Christie T. Adams, 1CC131000082; Bank of America N.A. v. Albert Andrew
Alimoot, 1CC131000074; The Bank of New York Mellon v. Todd D. Dunphy,
1CC131000015; Deutsche Bank

Nat'l Trust v. Allison S. Goto,

1CC121003312;

Capital One Natt. Association v. Donald James Karleen, lCC12l0A3266;
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Deutsche Bank National Trust

v. Todd Dunphy, 1CC121003134; Wells Fargo

Bank N.A. v. John Frank Baker, lCCl2100313l:, Federal Home Loan Mortgage

Corp. v. Larry A. Shaver, 1CC1210A305; Wells Fargo Bank N.A. v. Elias
Macapulay,

lccl

V.

21003094; Bank of America N.A. v. John Yeh, 1CC121003074;

US Bank Natl. Association v. Dionisio P. Pasion, 7CC127003044; US Bank Trust

N.A. as Trustee v. Ryoko Donaldson, lCC12l0A2948; Wilmington Trust N.A.

v.

Darryl M. Hashida, 1CC121002843; PHH Mortgage Corporation v. Patrick

A.

Kop, lCC12l0027A9; US Bank Natt. Association v. Sione Loketi Taufoou,
lCCl 21A02672: Ocwen Loan Servicing v. Laramie Kelii De Soto, lccl2l002418;
Deutsche Bank Natt. Trust Co. v. Raymond Lloyd, 1CC121001855; HSBC Bank

usA Natl. Association v. Lerma Yamashita, lccl2t001821 ; wilmington savings
Fund v. Craig Stuart Landis,lCC12100l795; Bank of New York Mellon v. Mallory
A Longboy, lCC12L00l759; US Bank Natl. Association v. Scott Lee P. Kekumano,
1CC121001737; HSBC Bank

usA v. Michael M. Kinoshita, 1cc121001685;

MTGLQ Investors LP v. Jaroslaw Karpusiewicz, 1CC121001328; Wilmington
Savings Fund v. Jody

Arthur Solbach,1CC121001224; Bank of New York Mellon

v. Joseph A. Spielrnan, 1CC121001 139; Ditech Financial LLC v. Raymond Ruddy

UI,

1CC121000922; Wilmington Trust N.A. v. Beverly C. Harton, lCCl2I000860;

Bank of America N.A. v. Brian Shigemi Miyake, lccl2l000676; The Bank of New

york Mellon v. Todd Campbell, lcc12l00040l Jim Hogg v. Osvaldo Brighenti,
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lccl2l000352; US Bank Natl. Association v. Florentino C.

Bantolina,

1CC121000300; US Bank Natl. Association v. Earl Kyoji Omizo,1CC1210002l9;

H&R Block Bank v. Ronald John Teasdale, LCCl2l000149; Nationstar Mortgage
v. Jody Arthur Solbach, 1CC121000110; US Bank Natl. Association v. Armand
Wesley Mariboho, ICC111003048; U.^S. Bank Trust N.A. v. Lewis Homer Pettit

lCCl11002839; Marion Chew Leary v. Sandra Hill,

lCCllfiA2TT;

II,

Steven D.

Ward v. (lS Bank Natl. Association, lCCl l1002689; Bank of America N.A. v. Jody

A. Solbach, lCCl1100268l; First Horizon Home Loans v. Mark David
lCC111002601

; Ditech Financiat LLC v.

Wqde Keone Abiva, lCCl11002550;

Christiana Trust v. Telefoni Amuia Aumua Jr.,

N. A. v,

Th,eo

Melen,

ICCllI}}z4Ll;

Wells Fargo Bank

Eldon Garcia, lCClnAA2297; Bank of N.Y. Mellon v. Jhirmel E.

pagan, 1CC111002039; HSBC Bank USA Natl. Association v. Howard

L.

Hendricks, 1ccll100l782; MTGLQ Investors LP LLC v. Randall R. Rhodes,

lCCl ll00l7|7; Deborah Lyn
.lCCl

K.

Ramirez

v. Aurora Loan Servicing,

11001767; Wetls Fargo Bank N.A. v. Michael A. Botelho, LCC711'0Afi34;

Bank of Hawaii v. Richsrd Anthony Marques, lCCll1001345|' PHH Mortgage

corp. v. Daryell Gene Dycus, lCCl11001228; Young Hui Kim v. Julia Kyung
Soon Riihimahi, 1CC111001139; David S. Brown
1ccl11000941

v. OneWest Bank FSB,

; Puu Lani Ranch corp v. Daryle s. Nekoba, 1cc13fi02297;

wells Fargo Bank N.A. v. Maryellen M. Markley, 1cc101000356i uS Bank
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National Association v. Cresencio Somera, 1CC091001962; Deutsche Bank Natl.
Trust Co. v. Alvin S. Ishihara, lCC09100l32l; Deutsche Bank Natl. Trust Co. v.

Paul Adam McKiernan, lcc09l0009l0; Marcus Rosehill v. Jim

Andrews,

1CC061001982; Jim Andreul.t y. Marcus Rosehill. 1CC061001976.

278. Second Circuit Court (Maui) -- NewRez LLC v. William McThewson II,
2CC191000048; County of Maui v, John L. Laudon, 2CC181000135;

U^S

Bank

Trust etc. v. John James Barbier,2CCl81000040; HSBC Bank USA v. Mark
Corba, 2CC171000508; Bank of New York v. Kim Myra Kurnow, 2CC171000399;
Nationstar Mortgage LLC v. Randolph G. Currier, 2CC171000296; JPMorgan
Chase Bank National Association v. Hugh John

Coflin,2CCI7l000l42;

US Bank

N.A. v. Wittiam Lee Davis. 2CCI71000032; US Bank Natl. Association v. Donovan

Paul Webb, 2CC17rc00024; US Bank National Association v. Watoshna Lynn
Compton, 2CC171000025; US Bank Natl. Association v. Howard E. Greenberg,

2CC161000554; The Bank

of New York Mellon v.

2CC161000532; Romspen Investment Corp. v.

Christian Duncan,

L & E Ranch. 2CC161000470;

NewRez LLC v. Ralph G, Knudsen, 2CC161000384; Federal Natl. Mortgage
Association v. Randall Yee, 2CC161000385; HSBC Bank USA Natl. Association

v.

Jailanie Barnachea, 2CC161000379; UMB Bank National Association v. Sharon

E.

Watson, 2CCI6I000336; Wells Fargo Bank

2CC1610001 69; US Bank Trust N.A. v. Patrick Lowell
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US Bank National Association v. Bernadine Sila, 2CC161000098; US Bank
National Association v. Steven D. Barnes, 2CC751000252;

U^S

Bank National

Association v. Bonnie I. Swink, 2CC141,0A07A2; The Bank of New York v. Paul F.
Wenner, 2CCI4L000220; Wilmington Savings Fund Society v. Rustico Udarbe,
ZCCl3rcA1gz4; JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A. v. Elise Sari Travis, 2CC121000527;
Stanwich Mortgage Loan Trust v. John

Wealth Mortgage

L Laudon,2ccl2l0001l9; DB Private

v. Brian J. Bouley, 2CCI1 1000525 ; US Bank National

Association v. Daneford Michael wright, 2cc091000961

279.Third Circuit Court (Kona and Hilo)
v.

--

.

Deutsche Bank Natl. Trust Co.

Karri Lynn Teshima,3cc200000009; Federal National Mortgage Association

v.

Jerry A Badua, 3CC190000007; US Bank National Association. v. Eric Richard

Mader,3cc19l00189K; The Bank of New York MeIIon. v. Nelia

c.

Grafilo,

3CC1g100234K, Lurline and Meruiltyn Rapoza v. Hawaiian Homes Commission,
3CC181000296; US Bank N.A.. v. Michael J. Hammer, 3CCl8l00218K; US Bsnk

Natl. Association. y. Raymond P. Cerney, 3CC18100158K; Deutsche Bank Natl.

Trust Co. v. Laurie Ann Bass, 3CC181000189; US Bank N.A..

v' Thomas A'

Morton, 3CC1810015IK; Deutsche Bank Natt. Trust Co.. v. Michael C. Maher,
3CC18100004K;

US Bank National Association

3CC17100395K; CitiBank N.A.

v. Franklin P.

v.

Timothy

J.

Butler,

Embernate, 3CCl7l00325K;

Deutsche Bank Natl. Trust Co.. v. Janice D. Eltison, 3CCI7I00304K; Federal
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National Mortgage Association

v.

Walter M. Paresa, 3CC17100220Ki Wells

Fargo Bank v. Wiltiam K. Freitas,3CC17100205K; MTGLQ Investors, LP

v.

Aloha Spencer,3CC17100135K; US Bank Natl Association. v. P. MakarewiczKankaset, 3CCl6l00344K; US Bank N.A. v. Steven
GemCap Lending

N.A.

v.

Russel

D. Ward,3CCI6100248K;

I LLC v. Trent A. Bateman, 3CCl5l00428K; Iklls Fargo Bank

E. Cole,3CC15l00293K; US Bunk National Association v. Jung

Hoon Kim,3CC151000031; Bank of America N.A. v. James F. Enocencio IL
.3CC131000683; Mid Pac Portfolio LLC v. Michael Taniguchi, 3CC131000386;

MTGLQ Investors LP v. Mary Ann T. Brennan,3CCI3100002K; Bank of New
York Mellon v. James West, 3CC121000373; US Bank Natl. Association v. Bernice

K. Will,

3CC121000174; PL

ru LLC v. Puu Lani Ranch Corp., 3CC11100433K;

Fed Natt. Mortgage Association v. Jerry A. Badua. 3CC111000342; The Estate
B ruc e

M akar

ew

i

of

cz, 3LP I 6 rc0027 4.

280. Fifth Circuit Court (Lihue)

-- Robert Louis Santiago

Successor Trustee

v. Ruth Tanaka,5CC191000115; US Bank National Association v. Christa E. Paul,
5CC 1 7 1000080

;

Wilmington Savings.

v. David Swierski, 5CC I 5 1000092;

Wilmington Trust N.A. v. David Kaplan, 5CC131000073; US Bank National
Association v. Dylan Thede, 5CC12rc00125; US Bank National Association

Dylan Thede. 5CC121000114; Wilmington Trust N.A.

v

Reid

v.

Tarnayose,

5CC1210A0044; U.S. Bank Natt. Association v. Luciann Norton, 5CC111000168;
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Deutsche Bank v. Dale Scott Winters,sCCll1000093; Wilmington Trust N.A.

v.

Reid Tamayo s e, 5CC121000044.

281. Hawaii Intermediate Court

of Appeals -- Deutsche Bank v. Bass,

CAAP-20-0000501; U.S. Bunk N.A. v. Saiki, CAAP-20-0000450; Smith v. Selene

Finance, CAAP-20-0000383

; Garrett v. AOAO Terrazza/Cortebella/Las Brisas,

CAAP-20-0000357; Garrett v. AOAO Teruazza, CAAP-20-0000287; BOA

Atejo-Herring, CAAP-20-0000263
Oleksa

v.

; U.S. Bank N.A. v. Paul, CAAP-20-000021 l;

v. Chaikin, CAAP-20-0000142; Wilmington Savings Fund v. Swierski,

CAAP-20-0000031; U.S. Bank v. Davis, CAAP-20-0000027; Wilmington Trust

N.A. v. Tamayose, CAAP-19-0000770; Bank of New York Mellon v. Laudig,
CAAP-I9-0A00772; U.S. Bank v. Olivas, CAAP-19-0000726; Wells Fargo

v.

Saito, CAAP-19-0000674; Wilmingtan v. Soto, CAAP-19-0000663; Wells Fargo v.

Gilbert, CAAP-I9-0000596; BONY Mellon v. Duncan, CAAP-19-0000593;

US

Bank v. Morton, CAAP-19-0000581; Aurora v. Cutier, CAAP-19-0000523; U.S.

Bank v. Omizo, CAAP-19-0000524; US Bank v. Ward, CAAP-19-0000103; US
Bank v. Greenberg, CAAP-I9-0000065; Romspen v.

L & E Ranch,

CAAP-I9-

0000048; JP Morgan v. Laudon, CAAP-18-0000964; Bank of Hawaii v. Mostoufi,

CAAP-I8-000096l; Blue Mountain v. Page, CAAP-I8-0000927; Deutsche Bank v.
Yata, CAAP-18-0000922; Andrews v. RosehiU, CAAP-18-0000742; Bank of New
York v. Aiwohi, CAAP-18-0000736; Wilmington v. Domingo, CA.AP-18-0000712;
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(1.5. Bank

v. Compton, CAAP-18-0000699; Bank of America v. Paul

Collins,

v. Bateman, CAAP-18-0000463; Maui

Harbor

CAAP-18-0000458; GemCap
Shops

v. Octagon Corp., CAAP-18-0000443; JPMorgan v. Raciti, CAAP-l8-

0000386; Maui Harbor Shops v. Octagon Corp., CAAP-I8-0000365; Aurora Loan
Services v. Kalahifti, CAAP-I8-0000326; AOAO Waiau Garden v, Latore-Holt,

CAAP-18-0000124 Maui Harbor v. Octagon Corp., CAAP-18-0000118; HSBC

Bank

v. Gillespie, CAAP-18-0000098; Wilmington v. Domingo, CAAP-I8-

0000099; Saplan

v.

U.,S.

Bank, CAAP-17-000A847; U.S. Bank

v.

Verhagen,

CAAP-I7-00A0746; GemCap Lending v. Bateman, CAAP-17-0000652; Mount
Apao, CAAP- I 7-000040

v.

1.

282. Hawaii Supreme Court

--

Wilmington v. Ryan, SCWC-18-0000071

(successfully reversed after my disbarment); Cambridge Management Inc.

v.

Jadan, SCWC-I7-0000176 (successfully reversed after my disbarment).

283. Disbarment in the State of Hawaii is the only forfeiture proceeding in

the entire Western World where there is not only no right within the State legal
system to a non-discretionary appeal,

in this case for me, but where hundreds, in

this case my clients, have also been locked out of my representation in state court
ongoing proceedings despite their livelihood also being at stake, and despite their

clear monetary and well as emotional damage as a result, nearly 200 of them
banding together, more asking to join, recently suing for Section 1983 damages
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based on due process violations akin to

In re Kramer, in a related Hawaii District

Court, Case No. 21-00175, only to have their case abruptly dismissed, told that
they have suffered no discernable harm, presently on appeal in this Court in Case
No. 2l -16863.

284. The nearly 200

of my clients supporting me now as 'oappellants,"

o'the general public,"
and more offering to join each day as this
speaking loudly for

unconscionable ordeal continues for all of us, are actively opposing my disbarment

and seeking monetary redress and injunctive relief for their own harm resulting
from the due process abuses they have as a result also sustained, are as follows:

Christie Adams; Toru Akehi; Gwen Alejo-Hedng; Gloria
Almendares; Jeris Yukio Amazaki; Debra Anagaran; Dirk Apao;
Margaret Apao; Jerry Badua; Julia Badua; Liao Lucy Bamboo;
Mia Ban; Roman Baptiste; Charles Bass; Laurie Bass; Agripino
Pascua Bonilla; Ruth Rojas Bonilla; Sherilyn May Rojas Bonilla;
Kanoa Ross Bristol; Donna Brooks; David R. Brown; Reynaldo
Cabudol; Christy Carrico; Phineas Casady; Joyce Chandler;
William Chandler; Jennifer Chapman; Luis C. Chavez; Stephen

Cheikes; Mervin Halfred Naea Ching; Lucia Ching; Sutah
Chirayunon; Seung Choi; Brett Christiansen; Ah Mei Chun;
Hugh John Coflin; Janet Coflin; Russel Cole; Paul Collins;
Watoshna Lynn Compton; George Costa; Gregory Clyde Souza
Cravalho; Toni Noelani Cravalho; Roger Cundall; Eric Lee
Davies; William Davis; Vandetta Davis; Yukiko Hayashi Duy;
Paige De Ponte; Fatima Duncan; Carolina Cabudol EaIa; Edwin
Paet Eala; David Wendell Ellis; Lori Lynn Ellis; Janice Ellison;
Scott Ellison; Nelie Baniaga Escalante; Norberto Ramelb
Escalante; Elena Fedorova; Akiko Fergerstrom; Justin
Fergerstrom; John J. Freepartner Iii; Lisa Marie Freepartner;
Michael J. Fuchs; Irene Sajor Gano; Royd Allen Gano; Edna
Gantq Paul Gantt; Leah Gillespie; Robert Gillespie; Elizabeth
Gillette; David Goodwin; Malia Grace; Antonio Grafilo; Nelia
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Grafilo; Howard Greenberg; Kenneth Hagmann; Michael Jon
Hammer; Darryl Hashida; Sean Hayworth; Nicole Flores
Hosaka; Tod Hosaka; Christian Jensen; David Kaplan; Donald
Karleen; Beata Karpusiewicz; Jaroslaw Karpusiewicz; Yvonne
M. Keahi; Keith Kimi; Oteliah Kind; Kory Klein; Mary
Knudsen; Ralph Knudsen; Eleana U. Koakou; Lenore Lannon;
Robert Lannon; Stephen Laudig; Mallory Aspili Longboy; Shari
Arakawa Longboy; Frank James Lyon; Eric Mader; Amy
Kathleen Maher; Michael Charles Maher; Gwen Marcantonio;
Mark Marcantonio; Armand Mariboho; Darla Mariboho; Jennifer
Martin; Maryellen Markley; Laura Marques; Chanelle Leola
Mattos; Joseph Keaoula Mattos; William Mcthewson; Emilou
N.A. Mikami; Rickey R. Mikami; Troy Mizukami; Jonnaven Jo
Monalim; Misty Marie Monalim; Robert-Gavin Moore; Teresa
Moore; Thomas Morton; Terry Lynne Ohara Moseley; Yvonne
Nielsen; Ailyn Ounyoung; Samrit Ounyoung; David L. Owles;
Lori Y. Owles; Raquel Pacheco; John Perreira; Rose Perreira;
Michael Pierce; Mario Portillo; Eboni Prentice; Rosario Ramos;
Lurline Rapoza; Merrillyn M.J.L. Rapoza; John Riddel, Jr.;
Jeanette Rosehill; Marcus Rosehill; Ray J. Ruddy; Michele

Colleen Rundgren; Todd Rundgren;

Jo

Russo; Kelly
Kalanikapulaha'ole Sampaio; Richard Milikona Sampaio, Jr.;
John Savage; Ronald Schranz; John Shigemura; Jason Siegfried;
Meleana Smith; Jody Solbach; Elizabeth Spector; Daniel Joseph
Spence; Elaine Damloa Spence; Eileen Evelyn Stephenson;
Connie Swierski; David Swierski; Bonnie Swink; Jack Swink;
Evelyn Takenaka; Nadine Tamayose; Reid Tamayose; Karri
Teshima; Clover Thede; Dylan Thede; Lana M. Toleafoa;
Saumani Lopi Toleafoa; Bruce Robert Travis; Elise Travis;
Darren Tsuchiya; Lance Tsuchiya; Malia Olivas Tsuchiya;
Anthony Tucker; Gladys Tupulua; Hedy Udarbe; Rustico
Udarbe; Valerie Uyeda; Edward Vallejo; Jon Van Cleave, M.D.;
Patrick Verhagen; Stephen Ward; Donovan Webb; Valerie
Woods; Lerma Yamashita; Jack Young; and Nancy Patsy
Young.
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Conclusion
285. As complex as this disbarment litigation may seem, given the tens of
thousands

of pages constituting the Record, mostly ignored in the disbarment

proceedings, it reduces ultimately to one central theme: I was targeted by a group

of unsupervised staff attorney regulators operating in a flawed attorney disciplinary
structure, putting their career performances ahead of doing justice in individual
cases, distracting the otherwise careful attention of busy Members

Supreme Court entrusted

of the Hawaii

with such adjudications with so far no means of

discretionary appellate review other than through

In re

non-

Kramer reciprocal

discipline proceedings.

286.I respectfully submit that by this presentation I have more than satisfied
the requirements of this Court's In re Kramer decision, and I therefore respectfully
request that

I be given a hearing in this matter, and meanwhile that I be permitted

to brief whatever specific issues this Court may identify and request

further

clanfication on, once my accompanying Evidence Book, filed in record support of

all claims made herein, is reviewed

267. And finally, my disbarment case, probably the clearest example
imaginable of ln re Kramer deprivations of due process, is not only about me and

my livelihood and that of my clients, but also about many tens of thousands of
attorneys who have been, or are in the process of being, or who otherwise
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suspended

or disbarred throughout the United States by the same archaic

and

autocratic attorney disciplinary structures fraught with potential violations of
fundamental due process rights, the number tallied in the thousands by the U.S.

Department

of Justice in recent years as of December 15, 2021, set forth in

Evidence 65, its calculations however clearly omissive, failing to list me or others

in contact with me who have share a similar unconstitutional fate.

288.

It is clearly time, actually way overdue, for our federal courts

nationally to cast a discerning due process light on this otherwise one of the last
remaining dark undemocratic corners of American constitutional law.
289. This Court, having decided In re Kramqr, should continue to take the
lead and not only exonerate me on due process grounds on this Record with an
opinion that as case precedent expanding upon ln re Kramer can be used by others

similarly situated
290.

satisfaction

I

also pray that you

will also allow me the personal

and professional

to know that despite the harm that has likely already irrevocably

befallen me, largely now beyond repair except to have my reputation back, my
having already lost all of my clients and almost all of my assets as well as my

livelihood, ffiy home ironically being now
achievement in my

in foreclosure, it will give me an

life at least if my efforts will have nevertheless helped many

others in the future otherwise finding themselves similarly situated.
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I
States

hereby declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United

of America that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed

Honolulu, Hawaii on JanuarY

1o

2022.

/s/ Gary Victor Dubin
GARY VICTOR DUBIN
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IN THE LINITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

In re: Gary Victor Dubin, Etq.,
Admitted January 6, 1964,
Respondent

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. 20-80128
Before Lisa B. Fitzgerald,
App e I I at e C o mmi s si on er

THE CORROBORATING
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF
EYE-WITNESS FORMER HAWAII
GOVERNOR JOHN D. WAIHEE III
UNDER OATH

THE CORROBORATING SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF EYEWITNESS FORMER HAWAII GOVERNOR JOHN D. WAIHEE III
UNDER OATH
1.

I

make the within statements based upon my own personal firsthand

knowledge, and not only reaffirm my prior testimony below after reviewing the
content of Respondent's Evidence Book, but volunteer, schedules permitting, to
appear fully vaccinated before this Court in San Francisco on my own to so testifu'

2. Again, In the many positions

I have held both in the Hawaii State

Legislature and as Hawaii Lieutenant Governor and as Hawaii Governor,

I

have

met and interacted with countless Members of the Hawaii Bar, including Mr.
Dubin who I have worked closely with for

a number

of years.
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3. In my experience, Mr. Dubin without reservation is among the

most

honest and contributing Members of our entire legal community and who does not
deserve to have been disbarred or to receive reciprocal discipline by this Court.

4.

say this not only as a knowledgeable friend in support of his character

I

and his worth as a practicing attorney to my State and to this Court, and certainly

not because of that friendship alone, but instead because
prehearing conferences and the seven days

I sat through the many

of his disciplinary hearings at his

request, witnessing firsthand the abuse he experienced.

5.

I

can

representations

veriff and if called on can testiff to the truth of his factual

to this Court in

these papers, including my personally eye-

witnessing the extraordinary manner

in which he was constantly denied due

process of law as he summarizes for this Court.

6. Mr. Dubin has been the champion of the rights of ordinary people in our
community who are neither wealthy nor influential, as their advocate and without
regard to his own personal financial sacrifices which have been many.
7. Most of his cases have been of a pro bono nature, including two pending

in this Court and the many important decisions he has secured in Hawaii appellate
courts as well as the United States Supreme Court.

8.

Some talk about Access to Justice. Mr. Dubin in his area of practice has

done more than talk about

it;

through his advocacy and the response

2
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appellate courts in his Hawaii cases he has created Access to Justice for thousands

of homeowners in Hawaii and throughout the United States through his work,
without seeking any personal recognition or monetary or system rewards.

9. A people's practice such as his, however, spawns many irritated

and

powerful adversaries and unseen vendettas, not an uncommon experience to many

of us as well in public life, even though he serves as advocate and not decision
maker in so many of his scores of successful trials and more than 100 successful
appeals.

10. This is a practice and a people's advocate who this Court should protect
and applaud, not disbarred on such a flawed record.
11. The entire attorney regulatory system in Hawaii needs to be reexamined,

which has fostered such undeserved personal abuse waged against so many,
including such an undeniably honest and contributing Member of the Hawaii Bar
as

Mr. Dubin whose support among his clients in volume and in enthusiasm has

never been matched in mY lifetime.

I hereby declare under penalty
States

of perjury under the laws of the United

of America that the foregoing is true and correct.

Honoluluo Hawaii on JanuarY

1o

2022.
/s/ John D. Waihee

JOHN D. WAIHEE
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Executed at

